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a dollar than spend the price of a couple
of coffees and a cake in Starbucks for
sometI1ing potentially IWe-changing?
(And I know, that in itself is a sweeping
generalisation: there are lots of fine
books that are on offer at a cut-doYm
pOCe (Of all kinds of good reasons, but
the law ri alll!fageS does make ~ likely
that a 99 cent novel is going to be, at
best, a bit rough around the edges. And
while we're on ltiis rather long digres
sion in what is a rather short editorial,
one d the reasons for the ament shake
-up is that indie publishers have shown
that there are far better ways to do a lot
eX things, and the big publishers are
now scampering to catch-up and re
foml.)

Irs not all~ and gloom, ltlough.
As I hope this issue shows, writers are
adapting, and sdence-fictkJn writers are
perhaps better placed than most to em
brace new approadles and forms. I've
long argued that the 21st century au
thor needs to take a portfolio approach:
I'm glad that my novels are with com
mercial publishers, but I'm also delight
ed to have had 000ks out with some
fine indie presses, and that I'm involved
in both self-publishing and running a
press that publishes other authors. For
each book I can pick the best approach
and that simply wasn't available even
five years ago. I like that.

As Michael Swanwick says, later in this
issue, "Writers are as tough as rats.
We've always found a way to survive
and we always will."

So here's to all you rats. I'm proud to
be one of you, myself.

Welcome back to FOCUS. In this issue
we've tried to provide a snapshot of the
genre publishing industry and where a
writer's career fits into that. Or rather,
several snapshots... fragments... a com
jX)Site, if you like, intended to renect
how publishing is changing and re
fanning itself and what it is to be a wrtt
er in the earty pclrt of the 21st century.

In a very short space d time the
whole IandsGlpe has shifted. Not long
ago I would have advised my writing
students to stick to the conventional
route: short stories, a bit of non-fiction
to get your name out there, and then a
novel with one ri the larger publishers,
with an agent to offer a comforting arm
and steer you through contracts and all
that other messy stuff.

But now?

NQlN I'm not sure what I'd advise.
There are so many options and we're
seeing writers making their mark
through all kinds of routes. The best
advice I can offer is to stay on your
toes, be prepared to adapt and, more
than anything, get your head down and
write.

In the multiple-author discussion that
forms the centrepiece of this issue, Usa
Tuttle voices concerns about writers,
and writing, being devalued, and that's
a genuine fear for many. It was already
hard enough for writers to make a liv
ing, but with the plethora of free and 99
cent novels on Amazon, how are we
supposed to make ends meet now? Are
we really living in a world where readers
effectively buy books by the plUnd?
Where they'd rathef buy a poo<1y
written, badly-produced novel for under
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I am not a fan of Halloween. Oh sure, as a kid I put on the plastic mask and
flammable superhero/pirate/space man costume. But, as an alleged grown

up, I have dressed for Halloween maybe a handful of times, and certainly not in
the last twenty-some years. Why should this be? Maybe it has something to do
with my aversion to most candy, or perhaps it is that I dress up and put on a
mask pretty much every time I write.

Like many of us, I practice my craft: in multiple genres. I write fiction - stories
and novels - and personal essays like this one and even the occasional poem.
But even when I represent myself as the 'real' me in an essay or in my column for
Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine, I am striking a rhetorical pose. The Jim
Kelly you might bump into at a convention has some pleasant qualities, I sup·
pose, but he has never been so focused as the implied author of this sentence.
His diction is not as precise and his command of his material is informed by his
sometimes faulty memory instead of hard research. Rather than spur-of-the
moment opinion, this literary construct offers considered views. In short, you are
gazing upon an authorial mask just now - that of Artificially·Sweetened Jim.

And yet that mask is ineluctably mine.

The tension between self and mask is one of the most attractive parts of being
a writer of fiction, and also one of the most frustrating. It gives us the radical
freedom to be much more brave and sexy and honest and insightful than we are
in real life. It is also a license to interrogate our darkest impulses: we can, with
impunity, kill our fathers andsleep with our mothers, ruin our enemies and cheat
our friends. (Of course, poets can do all of this as well; even those who practice
the art of confession are accomplished mask-makers.) We have the freedom to
pretend outrageously on the page and then duck into the shelter of make-believe.
It's only a story, we say, and he's just a character. Not me, so not me.! And yet,
if you have ever given a public reading of a difficult piece, you can actually feel
the audience mapping your literary extremities onto you. As they lean forward,
attention rapt, you know they are thinking, how could he? ... how does he know?
... but he never ... or dId he?

And it is this phenomenon that can sometimes spook the new writer, and even
grizzled... um... seasoned veterans like me. You imagine your readers lifting your
authorial mask to gawk at whomever is beneath. What will my mom think when
she reads this? My kids? What ifmy boss buys this book? You begin to wonder:
is it really such a good jdea to invite the world into your head to commune with
your inner serial killer?

Well?

When I am being the best writer I can be, I always answer yes. Here's some
advice I offered several years ago in an essay about characterization:

You want to be liked and would much prefer to present your best side to
the world. However, fiction is not public relations. We all have dark im
pulses which we've been taught to hide, perhaps even to deny; to be a
writer you must unlearn some of the lessons ofcivilization. Nolxxly takes
seriously a story in which the good guys are all saints and the badguys
are the spawn ofhell. Saints can have their bad days and even monsters
love their moms. Increasing the level ofmoral ambiguity usually enhances
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a character's believabl'lity. Only psychopaths do wrong for
the fun ofit. Most of the evl'l in the world is perpetrated by
people like you and me - the very people you want to char
aetenze. Sometimes we do it out ofmalice~' sometimes were
merely selfish or lazy; often as not we think were doing the
right thing. In any event you have to be brave enough to
portray your own ugliness in order to create memorable
characters.
(http://www.sfwJl.org/2005/01/you-and-your-dJaracters/)

There's a real difference between
the mask you might be wearing to
that Halloween party and the one
you will put on the next time you
sit down at the keyboard. One of
them you can remove. Go ahead
and wash that garish zombie
makeup off after the party. And
then forget all about it. The other,
though... it's the glimpse you catch
of yourself in a shattered mirror. It
can cut you if you're not careful.
But you need to handle it if you're
going to be a writer.

That other mask is the scary one.

The Sixty-Fourth British National Science Fiction Convention
Cedar Court HoteL Bradford

Past Times and Other Worlds

Alternate Presents and

Possible Futures, Near and For

eightsquaredcon.org
General Enquiries: jnfo@ejghtsquaredcon.org

Hotel Enquiries: accommodation@ejghtsquaredcon.ot'e
Programme Team: prog@eightsqu3redcon.org
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101 USES FORA MAsTERs
IN CRFATIVE WRITING

Paul Graham Raven grapples with a piece a/paper he hasn't receivedyet...

I have in my hand a piece of paper.

That's not strictly true. I'm still waiting on the results of my Masters degree,
and I believe the traditional material is vellum (the notorious cheapness of my
alma marernotwithstanding). But for all intents and purposes, I now have a
Masters degree in creative writing, letters after my name, the whole nine yards.

But what the hell am I 5UpjX>5ed to do with it? (I've already tried installing
linux on it, but the drivers are all deprecated.)

If you read my previous pieces in this esteemed organ, you might remember
that I wasn't certain what I wanted the degree for in the first place, beyond it
being a) an opportunity to leam aoout writing from smart, experienced people,
and b) a year from which the usual excuses for not writing - "but there's all the
se other things I [should/cQuld] be doing!" - would be banished. Both of those
things I got, along with an unexpected side·serving of competitiveness; turns
out I actually do care about grades once I submit to a system within which grad·
ing takes place. Who knew?

There's no grading in the fiction market trenches, though. Out there, it's still a
matter of prepping your little soldiers as best you can, sending them over the top
and hoping that, if they come back with a bullet in their breast, you might at least
get a clue as to why they didn't survive, the better to prepare their successors.

Oddly, though, I found submitting work for grading far more anxious than sub
mitting to market.

With the markets, your ignorance of what the editor wants is a mercy, making
it obvious that (beyond the imJX>rtant considerations of good writing and story
telling, which are themselves highly subjective, and which you presumably trust
in your own ability to deliver) it's a taste-based crap-shoot: blow on the dice,
throw 'em, roll with the punches. The odds go up once people associate your
name with good work in good venues, but those first few big-break publications
are tiny targets aimed for from the far end of a long, dark room. You bullseye,
or you don't. One day, you will. (Or won't.)

In the academy, however, you're writing for a different sort of assessment, a
floating·point score as opposed to a sale/no-sale binary. And while there's an
objective framework around it, creative writing is a pretty subjective sort of sub
ject; so while you know that your assessor has some buttons that might be
more successfully pushed than others, you have no way of knowing which ones
might adjust your score upward or downward. Perhaps it's just my nature, but
that sort of uncertainty makes for a flavour of anxiety that the sale/no-sale deci
sion just doesn't trigger. But hey, my days of worrying about that are over!
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Unless I decide to do a PhD,
of CDUrse.

I must acknowledge the privi
lege of my position, here. Un
like a lot: of new graduates, I'm
not drowning in debt (I paid
for the CDUrse from savings),
and I already have a non
menial job I greatly enjoy; I
have no urgent need to trans
mute my new qualification into
an income stream, which is a
position of great luxury in the
se turbulent times. No violin
solo is required or deserved.

So the question answers it
self, at least in pragmatic
tenns: I can do whatever I
want with my degree, up to
and including wiping my bum
with it, because I didn't actual
ly need•.

But I woiJntedthe knowledge
it represents, and I like to think
I got •. So what should I do
with that?

This is a very different ques
tion, because the answers
must come from within.

Luckily, those answers are
clamouring to get out, at least
at the moment. Despite (or
perhaps due to) moving imme
diately from finishing my dis
sertation to working full-time
on day-job stuff, I have the
skeletons of two novels rattling
around inside my brain-box,
along with a bunch or ideas for
reviews, essays, papers and
short stories. Some of them
are old ideas that I can now 
finally! - see a way for bringing
into the world; some of them
are new ideas forged in the
heat of a fast year of big ideas
and new ways of IooIoting at
narrative.

So, to reiterate: I have no
money worries, and a swarm
of ideas waiting to be worked
on. An enviable ~ition in al
most every respect.

The only thing I lad< ~ the
goad, and thars the problem I
need to look to. In a fiek:l dom
inated by Olympic"9rade pr0
crastinators, I am an overa
chiever. My Masters showed
me what I can do when I'm
between the rock of a oommit
ment and the hard place of a
deadline, but I've always found
external motivators to be much
more powerful than my ovm
atrophied will-to-achieve.

On a panel in Brighton late
this summer, Lauren Beukes
spoke of the power of what
she cans the meaningfuldead
line: the deadline which, when
broken, wilt cause real conse
quences - be that the non
arrival of a cheque, perhaps, or
(less selfishly) the inconven
iencing of others who're relyng
on you to do your bit. (As an·
swers to the perpetual ~do we
even need publishers any
more?" lament go, it's one that
means a lot to me.)

The largely-unpublished ne0

phyte writer doesn't feel these
forces, though; like their sense
of direction, their motivation
has to come from within.
sending your soldiers over the
top to die will destroy you if
you don't believe in the cause.

So for now, I guess that's my
answer: I'm going to use my
Masters as a goad, and as a
VeIlum~ofSelf

confidence +3. I have proved
to my own satisfaction that I'm
not: entirety mad to think I can
write fiction that might move
people the same way my writ
erIy heroes and heroines have
moved me. Now I have to in·
temalise that belief, and
wnte ..

... just like a writer who's
never set foot in a seminar has
to,

FIN.
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SCIENCE FIcnON
WITH HONOURS

Is a Creative Writing degree rightfor you?

While creative writing courses have multiplied at UK universities over the last ten years,
courses that actually teach the writing ofscience fiction are still very rare in this country.
FOCUS has tracked dawn four recent graduates and asked them about their experiences.

NICK WOOD

W hat caught my eye in an Interzone ad in 2009 was not just another MA
in Creative Writing ad, but an MA in Creative Writing ad that highlighted

a focus on the genres of Fantasy and Science Fiction. Up until then, as a (South)
African SF/F writer at nights/weekendS/stolen fag end moments, I'd had a few piec
es published here and there. However, each piece I'd managed to get published
seemed to be as hard - if not harder- to get published than my first sale.

So I had been on the lookout for some way to by and raise the quality level of my
writing and, I hoped, the subsequent ease of finding publication success. With this
goal in mind, I applied to participate in Mick:llesex University's first cohort of SF/F
Masters students, the course expertly headed up by David Rain (Tom Arden in an
other incarnation) and Farnh Mendlesohn (now Professor and Head of English, Com
munication, Rim and Media at Anglia Ruskin University).

I started the course with some excitement; SOl'T1e'Nhat irrationally tempered by a
fear that focusing on the mechanics of writing might chase away my (imagined)
liternry muse. Some way into the first year of the course (focusing on Voice, Short
and Long Form) I was relieved to find this was definitely not the case. Working a full
day job, I had never been within spitting distance of delivering prolific writing, either
fiction or psychological researdl, but I was pleased that my writing output at least
kept up with the demands of the course. For me, this converted into a moderately
increased level of production, resulting in severnl more pieces that I was able to sell
or place within competitions.

Unfortunately, I lost contact with my cohort due to a year off with chronic illness,
but I rejoined the following cohort in 2011-2012. One of the joys of the course has
been the richness and depth of wor1<shopping ideas and writing with talented and
enthusiastic colleagues; ably guided by tutors of excellence who love and know gen
re writing. Allied to this experience was yet more theory and practice - this time
Place, Character, Narrative and the Long Form Dissertation - all of which further
encouraged a greater understanding of the writing process and the crudal factors in
developing taut and compelling narratives.

I wasnt certain whether my writing was improving significantly though - which
was the acid test for me, in initially pursuing the course. But then, under duress with
the Dissertation demands, I ended up writing a book more than twice as long as
anything I'd hitherto written - although this was still on the shorter side of tomes
expected by many genre publishers nowadays. StiU, it's easy enough (perhaps) to
write a book, I'd heard - but again, is it any good?
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In annual bips to Cape TONn to visit
family I'd also met up with Nid< Gevers,
tre SF editor and oitic, who'd gNen me
constant and useful acMce since we had
first made rontad: in 2003. He read the
rnaru;cript aoo rommentEd 00 a
'quantum leap' in quality improvement
from previous material of mine he'd read
(most eX which had ended up being p<.t>
lisl1ed somewt-ere). I'd always krown
Nick as an astute critic not: averse to
expressing negative opinions, so this
was very heartening to hear.

I have submitted the manuscript
(entitled Azanian Bridges, an altemative
history set in a ament South Mica
where apartheid has survived) - to the
Harper VcYyager two-week open submis
sions period in October 2012. As I have
submitted aklngsi<le 4562 other h0pe
fuls, I am as optimistic aOOut the chanc
es of being picked out, as succeeding 00

my weekly pun;hased Lotto ticket

But I'm grateful that another thing the
course has taught me is just to get on
with the next assignment (This is cur
rently a linked short strxy to 'Of Hearts
and Monkeys', an African post
apocalypse story.)

I'm writing with more confidence and
what feels like a sharper editcfial eye,
when it oomes to ruthless revision of my
own work. But most importantly I am
aware that to keep lNriting - as s0me

one in full time employment and still a
klng way from giving up tre day jot> - I
need to maintain contact with fellow
aspiring writers. The MA course provides
this, as we have ongoing supportive
contact above and beyond the frame
work of the course.

The course itself also had some excellent
guest: speakers, including Jo Aetcher,
Simon Kavanagh and David Pringle. I
have further pned a writing groop (The

Oockhouse London Wri!er5
Group), under tre expert guid
ance <I: Allen Ashley, to help
ensure that I keep learning aoo
lNriting. I'm sure you know the
okl adage - as a 'writer', you
need to write.

I believe the MA in Sf/F at
MiddJesex has made me a bet
ter writer. I'm also very glad I
have a lifetime subscription to
Interzone, as apart from the
great fiction and Nick L..ov.te, I
may otherwise perhaps have
missed out on this course and
all it has taught me.

In short - and with no mar·
keting art - I'd recommend
this course or similar to aspir
ing SF/F writers, aJtrough que
ry first, to ensure it is still run
ning.

IDAU1KAs

I romember tre reaction from my friends wt1en I tDId trem I had signed up to do
a writing course in science fiction. "You don't: even like science fict:ion,"t:ney said.

"That's not: true," I answered, nI just: haven't: read any sa-fi, so I can't: really know if
I like it or not." StarW~ the end of the 'MJI1d, and blade runners had never really
been my first choice of literature.

On that note I must admit I had my doubts when I started the course, but I have
always believed that as a writer you should try to do things that are a bit out of your
comfort zone. And this was far out of my comfort zone, so I was sure I would gain
something interesting from the course. And I was right.

After my first lesson I realized that there was so much more to this unexplored
part of literature than I originally thought Not all science fiction Ixloks were alx>ut
space ships and aliens. Prior to my course I believed aU characters in science fiction
books were either living on Mars or in a far away galaxy, aoo had nothing to do with
the scdety I was living in. But I soon urderstood that this was not: the case. I had
no idea that most: 'M::lrXs of sdence fiction include speajation (directly or indirectly)
00 modem sodety and human behaviour. In the end it's just a different way rX por
traying the hunan rondition.

I guess what I learned from my COlKSe is that I used to judge books because trey
belonged to a specific genre, even without knowing anything abolt it But ttis sci
ence fiction rourse has realty opened my e(e5 regarding exploring new literature no
matter what genre it is. They say you shouldn't: judge a book by its o:Ner, and I do
believe that fits with genres as well.

In my sdence fiction COlI'Se I learned that you have to create rules for the woOd
you are creating. You have to know everything. The same thing goes for your char
acters. And aJtrough I always knew 1llat you needed to know what you were writing
I had never thought about it in that way before. I dont write science fiction, but I
do apply a lot of the techniques I learned during my course.

I had to establish the life of my characters. My first novel is about a young boy
growing up in a council estate in London. The subject was so foreign to me it
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could as well be sdenc:e fiction. I
am neither a boy, British, nor
have grown up in a place like
him. I had to do research, and
use my imagination to create this
world based upon facts and fan
tasy. I have my cultural capital
and it is completely different than
my character, which can also be
said about a lot of sdence fiction
literature and their writers. But in
the end, he is a person, and I
had to make him believable. That
would not be possible if I hadn't
done my research and done a
really thorough background
check.

I also appreciate the brainstorming
process I leamed during my COlXSe.
When I was thinking about: what my
secood """'" should be about, I was
blank. I had no idea how to gel inspired
CX'" find scmething that interested me.
But then I thought: about an exercise
we did in one ci our classes. I sat down
and wrote down the sentence what if...
on a piece of paper. And started coming
up with different: stories. SOmetimes
you just doot knc>N what to write aboot
and using this technique, all of a sud
den had the idea for my next book. I
am very grateful for what I learned dur
ing my course and although I dont
write science fiction, I am not foreign to

the thought that someday I might.

After I finished my bachelor degree in
creative writing, I began my masters
degree at Kingston UnNerslty where I
started writing my fil't """"'. When I
'NeI1t back to Norway, I had time to
focus on my writing and in three
months I finished my 1"lO'veI. I decided
that I would try and send ~ to a publisl1
ing house and came across a writing
competition where the prize was 23,000
pounds and a 000k deal. CNer 300 pe0

ple had entered the rompetition, and a
couple of months later they called me
and told me I had won. In August 2012
my novel The Beauty That Rows Past
came out.

In my last year at university, I had a choice: I rouId eitt'er do a course on myths
and fa~ tales, or I oould do a cx:use on science fiction.

I thought it was an easy decision. Myths ronjlXed images of Ancient Greece and
monsters and Zeus hurling lightning from the heavens. Sdence fiction was all r0

bots and Star TlEkand fizzing lasers in~. Even though I knew I was being
ignorant, I chose myths and fairy tales. I've long been fascinated with these oldest
of stories, and I thought I 'NOU1d enjoy learning more about them.

Halfway through the first: lesson, I started to regret my choice. We were handed
itineraries and reading lists and schedules, and none of it was what I'd hoped fCX'". It
occurred to me that I didn't want to spend a year thrO'Ning quotes on a page and
talking about the same themes that students have dug up and discussed for years.

I wanted to write I1e'N stories. I wanted to make stuff up and put it down on the
page. I wanted to create.

The next day I signed up to do the science fiction oourse. I hadn't read much sci
ence fiction before, and I wasn't sure that I 'h'OU1d enjoy reading any f1CM'. But I'd
heard that the course was more geared trJ'vvards writing. So I jumped.

It was the best: decision I made in three years. We looked at the history of the
gerre, and at its many facets and sub-gerres - and each week we wrote.

n-e coor.;e opened my eyes to the many !aye<> and wonders that we OON group
u'- the term "speculative fidion". But more than tha~ ~ opened my eyes to the
business of writing. We leamed about wa1d-I:uilding, we learned about craft, ard
- most usefully - we learned aboot editing. Soon enoogh we formed critique
groups. We wrote a short story """Y week, gave and rec:eM!d feedbad<, and de
veloped our lNOr1< into a more polished prodlXl

SCience fiction, of course, has a thriving short fiction market, and towards the end
of the course we learned about this too - how to format your manuscript. where to
submit your work, how to submit it.

The course stuck with me more than any other aspect of my education. It sparked
an interest in reading and understanding and leaming about the infinite ~bilities

of the genre; it taught me how to look at my own writing with fresh eyes; it made
me realise that the ambition to be an author, with hard work and perseverance,
can be more than just a dream.
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Today, the fingerprints of that science
fiction course are all CNer my work and
my tife. I've just signed a literary agent,
and I dont think I would be at this
stage at this point in my life without the

course I almost didn't do.

And the lXher day, without realty think
ing, I found mysetf able to aOS'Ner a
University Challenge question that
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stumped the participants: what
book is this opening passage
from>

It was The Day ofthe Tnlfids.

SANDRA UNERMAN

Along time ago, I had a yoong adult fantasy novel published and ~ter some
short staleS in Sd7eheraziKJe magazine. I never stopped writing but I did

not manage to get: any novel into print after that first: one and I found it increasing
ly diff<u~ to finish any piece of work. I have attended the Milford Writers' wor1<sOOp
several times and found it a very positive experience. No¥i I have spent two years
studying for an MA in Creative Writing at Middlesex University, hoping ~ WOlid help
me to produce more satisfying work, which might have a better chance of securing
a pLtllisher again.

The COlI'Se at Middlesex attracted me because it included a specialist strand in
sdence fictioo arid fantasy. I had also met: two of the people invotved in running the
oourse, David Rain and Farah Mendesom, and knew they had interesting things to
say. I had some fears that the rourse might make my writing too seIf-mnsdous or
even kill it off altogether. But I decided to take the chance and I am very glad that I
did.

Anyone who writes entirely by instinct: and does not want to think about technique
should probably avoid a rourse like this. But for a writer who enjoys analysing what
they do and trying out different approaches, a course has advantages above any
handbook. on creative writing, even where the same ground is covered. For exam
ple, I had read beforehand about the value of the telling detail in creating character
or setting in fiction. But I stilileamed by bringing examples from daily life into dass
for discussion and from other people's different contributions. My fellow students
were a mixed bunch, in writing experience and background. But we could engage
with each ot:her's work, even when it was very different from our own and the mix
ture provided useful insight into different perspectives.

At the simplest level, I have written much more fiction in these two years than
ever in my life. The toughest challenge was to wrtte a first draft of a novel in three
months (90,000 words), SO that we could work on editing in dass. For this, I drew
on images and themes which have been in my head for years. But I had never put
them together into a coherent narrative before. The outcome was a lot better than
I expected, though ~ needed plenty of further work. The procESS taught me a lot
about the benefits of pushing on with a draft, even when I was having my doubts
about what I had done SO far. And about sitting down to write e.tery day, even
when I did not know what came next.

I enjoyed the whole course but felt I gained most: from the two specialist SF das
ses. One was on short stories with Rob Shearman, who encouraged us to try out a
different story fM!fY week. I found myselfw~ a ml.d1 better idea of what makes a
short g.ory work and I enjoyed ~ying w~ a range of different ideas. The otre
was on SF Long Foon (novels) _ Farah Mendlesohn. She provided a lot of feed
back on our drafts ard the class discussions helped us to dig deeper into our own
work as 'h'eI1 as getting us to analyse a selection d published nove!s from a writer's
perspective.

I oompleted the """" too recEl1lty to say ml.d1 about long term effucls. The
regular interaction in class with other students produced a support group that
_id have been hard to develop otherwise and some of us are trying to keep to
gether as a writing group. I am roN tlJsy revising the drafts I worked on during the
CDJrse and I certainly feel more confident about what I am trying to do than if I
had been writing on my own for these two years.

FIN.
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ONMyWAYTo SAMARKAND
Two extracts from the recently published autobiography ofGarry Kilworth

In December 2012, Garry Kilworth (described by New Scientist as "arguably the finest
writer ofshortfiction today, in any genre'} published his autobiography, On My Way To
Samarkand. Whatfollows are two extractsfrom this volume.

On leaving cable & Wireless I re
ceived a good redundancy payment,

with which I cleared my mortgage. On the
first day of my new career as a writer I
dressed in my suit, shirt, tie and city shoes.
I had breakfast at six o'clock and then drove
down to the station and waited for the sev
en o'clock train for London. All my usual
travelling companions were on the platform
also waiting for the same train, including my
accountant friend, Stuart Holliday. When it
arrived, they boarded it, I did not. I stood
there and waved it out, then went home,
changed into casuals, made a fresh pot of
coffee and then sat at my desk with a com
fortable sigh.

I was a full-time author at last.

However, I was not earning a great deal
with my writing at that point, not enough to
contribute to the household expenses, so I
took on a part time job. The music teacher
who taught me to play the trombone,
sandy, started up a house cleaning business
with her partner which they called 'The
Country Maids'. These two otherwise able
women required a man to wield the heavy
carpet cleaner while they zoomed through
houses with their dusters and mops. I be
came that man. For eighteen months I was
a carpet cleaner and supplemented my writ
ing earnings with my wages. I still have my
'Country Maid' t-shirt.

During the same period I started teaching
creative writing at evening classes. I don't
believe you can actually teach someone how
to write, but you can give them some advice
on what might work in a story. So, my les
sons tended to be on catchy first tines, on
last lines, on titles, and so on. I have had no
training or experience with teaching so had
actually no idea whether I was doing it cor
rectly. The really important thing, I felt, was

to get them excited about writing their own stories, and discussing things
like first lines seemed to do that.

I have my all-time favourite first lines. There is the famous opening to
Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities. more a paragraph than a sentence, but to me
the most stunning of all first lines was written by an author much less well
known, Gordon R. Williams, in his novel The Siege of Trencher's Farm 'The
moment that Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon there were men in Eng
lish villages who had never been more that fifteen miles from their own front
door'. Sweetly succinct and mind-blowing. The shortest and probably the
greatest first line is 'call me Ishmael.' from Melville's Moby Dick. Those few
words carry so much information. The narrator says, '(all me... 'so we know
Ishmael is not his real name. If he does not want to tell us who he really is,
then what he's about to divulge is contentious. Then there is the biblical
Ishmael, which tempts us to look up the reference to see if we can gather
any clues as to this secrets this young man might have to disclose.

With titles there are apparently key words like 'Eagle' and 'Death' that in
stantly attract a potential reader. The Eagle has Landat Death in Venic~

etc. There are also some gender peculiarities. Put 'Wife' or 'Daughter' in the
title and you have a female-reader magnet. The Mapmaker's Wife, The Time
Traveller's Wife, The lronmonger's Daughter. Such novels immediately be
come talking points for female book clubs. The male equivalent does not
work. The Postmistress's Husband? The Milkmaid's Son? I somehow think
titles in this vein would not work in a million years and it's significant that I
can't think of a novel or short story with the word 'Husband' in the title.
Fine, Dombey and Son, yes, but somehow there is the impression that the
book is more about Dombey and the focus is taken away from junior.

Last lines? Frankly, Scarlett, endings need to leave one satisfied but also
wishing the story did not stop there. One of my favourite endings is the last
line of Christopher Priest's The Affirmation, which leaves the reader in the
middle of a sentence that has no full stop or three periods, simply white
space. It's a stunning end to a stunning novel and this reader was left star
ing into space, lost in thought, still holding the book in my hands. It's the
kind of novel that when you finish it and put it down, you simply sit there
and reflect for a long while, listening to the silence.

With my own writing, I still remained somewhat under-confident. I was still
rough-edged, with only a few 0- and A-Levels from night school and an
HND that had little relevance to a writing career. I wanted to feel I had real
ly studied the art and craft of the profession I aspired to join. I put in for a
degree course in London University.
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Writing shortsisa com
pletely different exercise

from writing novels. A novel is a
slow-drip occupation. Each day you
sit down and do a thousand, two
thousand, or whatever number of
words, and the finished article
seems an infinitely improbable tar
get somewhere in the future. The
whole novel must be structured and
crafted, it continually changes shape
and form as it grows, and revisions
need to be applied even as the pag
es gradually multiply. You cannot
surge ahead with fire and sword, as
you do with a short story. You must
gradually work a novel into shape.

A short story can be held in the
head, whole and ready for the pag
es. One can sit down and burn
through a short story in one sitting if
one has the stamina. I do. I love
that fiery furious writing pitch that I
can reach while getting a short story
down on paper. I stop for nothing
except coffee: not for revisions, not

for spelling, not for checking facts.
All that can be done later, once the
brain has unloaded its fabulous car
go. Only then do I go through it,
and through it, and through it, until
I feel I have either a gem, or - yes
- sometimes a dud. I revise a short
story many many times, sometimes
doing ten drafts, until I feel I have
exhausted all that I have to offer it.
Often I start with (what I think of
as) a stunning last line in my head
and have to get from the first sen
tence to that final impact.

My favourite short story writer of
all time is an Argentinian who lived
most of his writing life in Paris. I
discovered Julio Cortazar in a copy
of an American magazine I used to
write for, Omni. Ellen Datlow was
the fiction editor of Omniand she
took many of my short stories for its
pages, paying what was at the time
(and probably still is) a sultan's fee
of $2,000. I didn't get that much in
the '90s for some of my novels. Any
way, in one of the issues with a
short story of mine I found this tale
by Julio Cortazar entitled 'The Final
Caress'. It was a stunning piece of
work that filled me with envy.

I subsequently discovered that
Cortazar wrote the short story that
inspired the '60s film Blow Up star
ring David Hemmings: a brilliant
movie. There followed readings of
'We Love Glenda So Much', 'The End
of the Game', 'House Taken Over'
and many many others. I think I've
found every tale he has written and
there are very very few I don't like.
Even just a sin9le line can be im
pressive. In a story about two box
ers in the ring, one of whom is good
at ducking and diving his opponent's
blows, Cortazar writes, 'He was an
encyclopaedia of holes.' Any man
who can write a line like that has my
undying admiration.

In one of his patchwork-quilt
books, just notes and incidents,
Cortazar explained, 'Short stories
are word tornadoes and one needs
to start in the eye of the wind and
write the tale spirally outwards from
the centre.'

I think I know how the technique
should work and I try to apply it
when I feel able. I flatter myself
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that Julio might have liked some of the sto
ries I have written too, such as 'Hogfoot
Right and Bird-hands', a futuristic tale. Hog
foot was probably one of the weirdest sto
ries I've written, and was very difficult to
sell. It was eventually taken up by friends.
Rob Holdstock and Chris Evans were editing
a series of anthologies at the time called
Other Edens and it was Chris's idea to pub
lish Hogfoot along with two other very short
stories of mine, 'The Black Wedding' and
'Murderer's Walk' under the generic title,
'Tryptich'. Once published this hard-to-sell
story was shortlisted for an award and the
connoisseur John Clute described it in a re
view as 'stunning'. At a convention later I
happened to get into a lift with Stephen
Donaldson, famous best-selling author of
The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, who
looked at my name tag and said, 'Garry Kil
worth? I loved your story "Hogfoot Right
and Bird-handsu

- could I republish in it an
anthology I'm putting together?'

Could he? Did he even need to ask.

So thank you, Julio, for your inspiration.

Julio Cortazar died in Paris in 1984.

FIN.

GARRY DOUGlAS KILWORTH

on my way to

Samarkand
memoirs of a travelling writer

Garry Kllworth's On My Way To
Samarkand (December 2012) IS

published by infinity Plus books
In ebook and trade paperback
formats.



Either it's gone very quiet out there, which I have trouble
belie .... ing, or I've lost the file when switching to a new
computer - much more credible, believe me. Or you
haven't told me what you've sold recently.

So apologies for the blank space here, and if you've had a
sale that didn't list in the last edition please tell me again?

Plus of course, any successes since then?

n~ws FRDm DRII~T

I read recently that the ebooks we buy can now tell their sellers more than
I thought.

As well as what I've bought they can tell If I've actually read it, where I
gave up, and even how fast I read an ebook.

Ebook sellers can access this data, but no-one else. I m sure others would
like It though. After all, sales figures don't really count for much If half the
readers give up halfway through: they're not I kely to buy a sequel are
they' And maybe a faster read IS a Sign of the rea Iy good books?

And what about the wnter? As a wnter, wouldn't t be good to know If, and
where, your reader stopped readtng? Then you could asse s the problem
for next time?

You can Google all of
them for details, and good
luck to any of you who do
enter these, or any others
this bright new year.

By the time you read this
you'll be past your Christ
mas wishes, and probably
your New Year resolu
tions, but from me to you
- all the best for the
coming year, in writing
and in your other lives.

I've been heard to say that I used to take a week
to get around to accepting an adverse critique,
but eventually I got better. Recently I passed that
roadblock with consummate ease. No trouble.
Yes, the remarks were perfectly justified and
worth a reassessment.

Of course what I forgot was how much hard la
bour -and how many hours- it was going to
take to implement the suggested changes! But,
Ian and Jacey, if you're reading this, I'm still
grateful, honest, because they do improve the
story. I can take it, and thanks!
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THIS WRITING BuSINESS
Keith Brooke and a bevy afwriters talk Business

Keith Brooke, in conversation with Kim Lakin-Smith, Linda Nagata, JeffNoon,
Steven Savile, Michael Swanwick and Lisa Tuttle ...

Elsewhere in this issue of FOCUS,
Kristine Kathryn Rusch writes

about how publishing has changed radi
cally in the last ten years, and how it
continues to change at a rapid rate.
Here, I talk to half a dozen authors
about the state of the business, and
how it has changed over the years. Is it
any easier, or harder, for writers to
make a living from their work these
days?

Jeff Noon
points out that
it's always been
difficult to make
a living from
writing, unless
you get lucky.
"I don't think
that fact has
changed much
over the years.
But there are
certainly more
opportunities to
get your work
out there nowI

and it only
takes one book
to make a
breakthrough. "
Usa Tuttle
agrees: "It has never been 'easy', but
while there have been many ups and
downs and changes throughout the
years since then, we never saw the
terrain change quite as dramatically
as it has over the past decade."

While it's never been easy, Michael
Swanwick argues that making a living
from writing is now even harder. "When
I made my first sale, a third of a centu
ry ago, everybody knew the rules. You
made a name for yourself writing short

fiction for the magazines, learned how to write novels at a regular
rate, built up a backlist which would bring in enough money to sup
port you between sales, and so on. Today the backlist. is gone, pub
lishers' advances for successful writers are much smaller than a few
years ago, and the amount of promotion they're willing to do is
down radically. The rules have changed and it's not clear if anybody
knows what the new ones are."

"The difference these days is that any writer with an entrepreneuri
al streak can look to expand their careers digitally via blogs, e-zines,
self-publishing and all manner of electronic avenues," says Kim Lakin
-Smith. "But, as with all such rags to riches stories, the theory is eas
ier than the execution. In the main, the most likely way for an au

thor to earn a liVing is via the traditional publishing deal. Any
thing else is the exception rather than the rule."

Michael Swanwick agrees: "Many new writers think that self
publishing ebooks is the road to wealth and fame - or at least to
being self-supporting. But in most cases, that's wishful thinking.
I've talked with people who have self-published themselves into a

comfortable income so, yes, it can be
done. But they all emphasised that they
went into self-publishing with a detailed
business plan and spent just as much
time cannily and knowledgeably promot
ing their work as they did writing. No
body should go that route without a lot
of prior research and planning. Every
now and then, I meet a writer who's just
published a first novel as an ebook and
wants me to tell them how they can get
readers to find it. That's just heartbreak
ing."

For those who can get to grips with this
new publishing landscape, however, the
shift has been liberating. "In some re
gards, it's easier," says Steven Savile.
"The element of write, submit, wait, wait
some more, and be paid on publication
can be circumvented. The opportunity is

there to take a risk, write something you don't know has a valid mar
ket waiting for it and just put it out there direct to your readers
where it can sink or swim." Like the other authors we talked to,
though, there's a note of caution: "But that's only part of the picture
- the part a lot of indie writers would like you to focus on. The fact is
there is a lot of white noise out there and it's still incredibly difficult to
get noticed. And, from what I can see, readerships are different. I
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can have a 'Kindle audience' that
doesn't cross over to my print
stuff and vice versa. I was lucky,
in 2011, Silverhit something
close to 50,000 sales on Amazon
UK, and The Bookseller listed it
as the #26 Bestselling Digital
Book of the Year up with the
likes of Stieg Larsson. The book
failed flatout in the US. I quite
literally just cobbled together an
ebook thinking, hmm, I have the
rights to the UK and Tesco are
about to sell the Kindle... good
timing. I don't know what I did,
how it became visible, and I
haven't been able to replicate it,
but my back list, 18 months on
from that debut release, is still
selling circa 1-1,500 copies a
month, money coming direct to
me. That means old material has
been paying the mortgage for
almost 2 years. That's a revela
tion, and allowed me some luxu
ry in writing a couple of novels
for love instead of chasing media
work. I think right now the
smart money is to think about all
forms of written word as exploit
able, not just traditional mar
kets."

More than anything, this new
publishing environment gives
authors opportunities they might
not have had before. "The suc
cess of a writer has always been
down to three factors - connec
tions, personality and talent,
with a preponderance of anyone
of the three outweighing a Jack
of the others," says Kim Lakin
Smith. "Alongside this, there has
arguably been a choice to be
made between commercialism
and art, i.e. stray outside of the
formula and publishers get
twitchy. Often it is this choice
which has marked the difference
between a writer making a living
or qUite literally suffering for
their art while holed up at mum
and dad's living off fresh air and
Pot Noodles. "Now, authors are
more free to make that choice,
commercialism or art, because
the internet's long tail mar1<.et
can make even niche interests
viable. Or, perhaps, that distinc
tion is becoming increasingly

irrelevant, as writers can more
easily do both.

Where topublish?

Not so long ago, SF au
thors had their work

published in magazines, books
from trade publishers, or books
from smaller presses. Now we
have all those, plus all kinds of
self-publishing options, we have
print on demand, web publish
ing, ebooks, audio books, and a
far greater diversity of smaller
independent presses (and larger
ones!). Our featured authors are
active in all these areas, to vari
ous degrees.

Usa Tuttle is with a traditional
publisher: "Jo Fletcher Books did
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my most recent novel The Silver Bough
this year and they are bringing out al
most all my back-list titles as ebooks
over the next year or so. My first novel
(originally published in 1981) will soon
be available as an audio book. I've had
books published by small presses in
limited editions. My short stories appear
in traditionally-published books - even
hardback anthologies! - in Britain and
America (A Book ofHorrors edited by
Stephen Jones; The Mammoth Book of
Ghost Stories by Women edited by Ma
rie O'Reagan; Blood and Other Cravings
edited by Ellen Datlow, to name three
of the most recent) and in the past few
weeks I've sold a brand new story and
a reprint to online magazines light
speed Magazine and Nightmare Maga
zine. You yourself have brought out
several of my older short stories in digi
tal form, making them available to a
new audience - or so I fondly hope."

Kim Lakin-Smith has stuck to the
traditional approach, too: "All of my
stories have been published via the tra
ditional print route, as physical novels,
or in magazines and anthologies. My
novels are also available as ebooks, as
are a number of the anthologies my
stories have appeared in." She does,
however, use online media for some of
her work. "My blog is where I self
publish opinion pieces; articles which I
might have once submitted to hard
copy markets now add to my 'brand' as
a writer. This free content helps estab
lish my personality online and, byex
tension, what kind of writer I am. H

Unda Nagata is taking a more diverse
approach. "My short fiction is still being
published in traditional print and online
magaZines. These are good mar1<.ets
with writer-friendly contracts, and
they're also a fine means of getting
work in front of new readers. For novels
though, I've gone rogue. I skipped the
months-long (years-long?) process of
attempting to sell a manuscript to a
traditional publisher and instead self
published my last two original novels in
both print-on-demand and ebook ver
sions. I will almost certainly do the
same with my next - a near-future
thriller. It's true that a traditional deal
would result in better print distribution,
and possibly more reviews and more
exposure, but it would require me to
give up control of how and when the



So... betterorworse?

W ith this diversity of pub·
Iishing approaches, is the

business a better place for SF au
thors nowadays, or a worse one?

"I think it's much better," says Jeff
Noon. "SCience fiction authors can
really take advantage of the new
platforms, and the new subgenres
that will be created or unearthed by
the technology. SF both uses the
technology and comments on it; this
gives it a unique position. The gen
eral audience will look to us for in
spiration. The genre has always cel
ebrated the imagination, so let's ap
ply that quality not only to the books
we write, but also to how we pro·
duce and market them."

"From my perspective, it's vastly
better," agrees linda Nagata. "I
never made anything close to a Hv·
ing from my traditional novels, and
in the usual process they appeared
for a short time on the market and
then they were gone. These days 
assuming a writer is careful with the
rights - there are options, and op
tions are good. I've got ten major
titles published under my imprint,
with two more available only at Book
View Cafe. None are at the top of
any bestseller list, but they exist.
They offer potential and the hope of
making a living as a writer. Having
quit this business once when hope

the small, virtuous, shoestring oper
ations I had to keep an eye on.

For short fiction, I like the big
three magazines - Asimovs,
F&SF, and Analog - because
they're still at the heart of the field
and they get noticed, and if I lived
in Britain, Interzone would proba
bly go at the top of that list. But
more and more of late I've been
sending work to Tor.com. They

pay well and their website is both ~~~~~~I~~A~~~consistently entertaining and con-
vincingly professional. Plus they
commission terrific artwork. When
your story is illustrated by the likes
of John Jude Palencar or Gregory
Manchess, you're happy for the rest
of the week." Being satisfied with
the finished product is key: "My last
two novels were published by Night
Shade Books (Dancing WIth 8eat:5)
and Tor (The Dragons ofBabe~.
They both created lovely books."

One way to be sure you're satisfied
with the end-product, of course, is
to retain full control, which is what
Jeff Noon has been doing with his
new work and much of his back list.
"I'm more or less doing it all myself
these days. Pan Macmillan are pub
lishing Vurtand Pollen, because they
still have the rights to those, but I'm
publishing the rest of my backlist as
well as my new novel, Channel
SKiN, as independently released
ebooks. I will also be putting out
any future books myself."

book is published, and to yield
all immediate knowledge of
sales trends as well as most of
the per-book profit. Given my
past experience in the industry,
and looking at typical advances,
I can't see that it's worth it."

Steven Savile takes a
mix'n'match approach for each
of his books. "My most recent
novel was with Penguin Sunbird
- an adaptation of the comput
er game Risen2: Dark Watet:5.
My next novel, The Sign of
Glaaki, a horror novel, is being
published in the US by Fanta
syFlight Games, as it links in to
their Arkham Horror franchise.
But, in the meantime I'm re
leasing three linked short nov·
els/long novelettes direct to
Kindle and on demand print,
linked to Silver. Those I'm do
ing independently."

Michael Swanwick takes the
bottom line, but for sound rea
sons: "The easiest and most
sensible approach is to go with
whoever offers the most mon
ey. This sounds crass, but in
my experience the more money
you're paid, the better you're
treated. Omni and Penthouse
always treated me swell. It was
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ran out, I can say from personal
experience that hope is a very
important element in the writing
game."

Michael Swanwick is cautiously
optimistic: "It's easier to get
published, and that's always
good for a new writer. When
your work first appears in a gen
uine magazine or book or a
webzine you respect, you see it
in a way you didn't before. Its
virtues are more obvious than
they were in typescript, and this
gives you confidence, which a
writer can always use. Being in
proximity with writers you ad
mire promotes ambition, which
is also essential. Your story's
weaknesses are, alas, more ol).
vious - to you, though not nec
essarily to the reader - but this
only encourages you to become
better.

"On the negative side, there
are many more intangibles that

an unpublished writer can be
convinced to spend a fortune on
- editing, copy-editing, promo
tion, all of which are properly
the job of a publisher. I sat in on
a discussion of book trailers re
cently. All the writers who had
made them agreed that they
didn't appreciably increase sales
- and then swapped tips on how
to get them made. It was just
something one does nowadays,
apparently. If you're a profes
sional writer, money flows to
you. If money flows from you,
you're just another market."

For authors able to take con
trol, and prepared to spend time
on the business side of writing,
the news is good. "You ask this
pretty much on the day AsJinov~

and Analog announce pay scale
rises, when the UK chart on Am
azon has 20% of the top 100
paid sales being independently
released," says Steven Savile.
"What you need to think aoout is
the business aspect. With Lon
don Macabre, which I truly be
lieve is the best novel I've writ
ten, we just couldn't sell it 
several publishers took it to ac·
quisitions only for it to be shot
down as too esoteric, too cult
book and not enough bestseller
book to take a risk on... so I had
choices: partner with an indie,
self·pub, sell a limited edition, try
and gain footing that way. I actu
ally wound up selling it to my
Polish Warhammer publisher, and
then to the Turkish publisher who
did ~M:v-this year, and as a lim·
ited edition hardcover in the US
via one of these collectable press
es... and then with no normal
edition, went to Barnes and Noble
and negotiated my behind off 
basically saying look, Silverdid
nutso for Amazon... but I don't
like their select Program... I don't
like the grab they're doing... what
can you do? And B&N selected it
for their Rrst look program - it
sold several thousand copies in
eboc:M<: and charted in the top 10
SF, and earned me more than a
modest advance from somewhere
like Tor would have, but I still
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own all the rights to it. .. So I think if
you're savvy, it's a better place to do
business - but that business takes away
vital time from the writing. And you wind
up doing a lot more of the business stuff
you might prefer to hand off to your
agent."

Focusing on the business side of writ·
ing, lisa Tuttle is less positive: "There
may be more ways of being published,
and easier to make your work available
to a potential readership - and with
self·publishing the bar is much lower so
it is an affordable option - but as far as
the business of writing is concerned I
do not think it is an improvement. Far
from it. While I have hope that things
will shape up or shake down over the
next few years, and some sort of work·
able system will emerge, I still don't
understand how the business model is
really going to work. There will always
be some whom it suits, and for whom it
pays, others for whom it is a disaster.
Personally, I would rather not have to
take on a lot of the marketing, publicity,
design, editing and sales aspects of
publishing myself; I would rather spend
my time writing and thinking about
that, not trying to suss out the market,
leam what sort of covers work best,
find and develop new markets, etc etc.



agent looks after the more tech
nological or administrative side
of things, especially regarding
getting the books onto the dif·
ferent platforms: Amazon Kin
dle, iTunes, Kobo, etc. They also
help with the marketing side,
arranging interviews and has
sling for reviews, and so on. But
Twitter is the main route for all
that, these days."

Steven Savile echoes the view
that successful self-publishing
works best as a team effort:
"I've got a layout guy, a cover
designer, three proof readers,
and a woman who runs my
website. I trust them all implicit
Iy. It's a team effort."

"I publish my own books 
both backlist and original titles
- under my own imprint, Mythic
Island Press lLC," says Linda
Nagata. "I've done every aspect
of the publishing process, and
not just for ebooks, but for print
-on-demand versions as well. In
the early days I did my own
cover art, but those first covers
have all been replaced, thank
goodness. For four of my back
list titles, the original cover art
ist, Bruce Jensen, created new
covers for me using his original
art. Other books use commis
sioned art. One of these will
soon likely have an entirely new
cover - which is another won·
derful thing about doing it iodie:
if it's not quite right the first
time around, it's possible to fix
things, which is a huge change
in the way publishing works.

"The other part of the process
that I've gotten outside help on
is editing. I hired a professional
editor for my last novel, Hepen
the Watcher. The current novel
in-progress is with beta readers
and will have, minimally, a copy
editor before publication.

"Marketing! That's the hard
part, isn't it? I've never hired a
publicist, and the marketing I've
done so far has been minimal. I
think it's the next book that will
show if I'm capable of getting
the word out or not. My consola
tion is that traditional publishers

E-publishing

Jeft Noon is particularly ac
tive in e-publishing, with his

new novel just out and his en
tire back-list in the process of
being released. "I write, edit
and market my books myself,"
he says. "I get help with editing
from friends and colleagues. My
new covers were designed by a
long-term fan of my work. I use
Twitter to find people who can
help with the marketing. My

what was contractually prom
ised, and never see a bean:
again, I've had both these
experiences. That means I
have agreed to hand over my
work for no advance, some
thing I'm sure I would not
have agreed to twenty years
ago! And as more and more
we hear about 'best-sellers'
on Amazon - thousands of
copies that turn out to have
been sold for 20 pence each,
or even downloaded for free
- I'm afraid that the idea of
an author being paid for writ
ing a book that lots of people
have read is becoming very
old-fashioned. Newspapers
and magazines used to pay
people for content, to fill the
pages and attract more read
ers - now, many websites
expect to get their content
for free ... and it seems there
are many people willing to

..-=~==----'- ~~t~~~~nt~~~r~~:t~~~~~~
will lead to paid work down_rii::''''' the line, or simply so they
can claim to be published
writers. I find this probably
the most worrying trend of
all: the devaluation of the
writer's work. People still
want good stories, however
they consume them (on a
screen - PC, tablet, phone
- or on printed paper pag
es) yet more and more peo
ple seem to object to paying
for the experience."

- specialist tasks
that I think publish
ers evolved to deal
with better than indi
vidual writers can,
for the most part. Of
course, there have
always been plenty
of publishers who
were crap at the job
of selling books. As it
has become easier to
publish, we have
seen more cow
boy operations,
too. With individ
uals setting up
imprints for all
sorts of reasons,
how can the au
thor tell whether
or not to accept a
deal from a new
publisher? One
thing that has
changed for the
worse is that a lot
of authors are
offered publica
tion 'deals' which pay
nothing. The old
fashioned publishing
model, at least since I
began to be published,
was that the author
would be paid up front
- or on publication 
and in the case of
books, either the
'advance' would never
earn out (according to
the accounting depart
ment, anyway) so, whether it was £900
or $30,000, that would be that; or roy
alties would be paid six months, a year,
or even many years on. I've had both
types of experience. What I never previ
ously encountered was something that
seems to be much more common now
- at least with smaller publishers and
electronic editions - of being offered
no money up front with an agreement
of a much higher royalty rate on every
sale. Usually the contract stipulates that
the money will be paid every six
months, SO long as it reaches an agreed
small sum (at least $10 or $25) other
wise it will be held over to the next pay
ment period. Sometimes this works.
Sometimes you chase the publisher for
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Shifting opportunities
andapproaches

it would be nice to have this pointed
out before it goes into print! Editors
do a lot of different tasks, some of
which are more obvious than others,
but they can make a big difference
in the finished product - and this is
something that self-published au
thors may never realise, alas. I have
not self-published anything, yet 
unless you count fanzines, long
ago."

don't do much marketing either, at
least not for their midlist authors."

"All of that is done by my publish
ers," says Michael Swanwick, alt-
hough he does keep other options
open for particular projects. "I do
have plans to create an ebook of
Hope-in-the-Mist, my critical biog
raphy of Hope Mirrlees, when I can
find the time, just so it will be easily
available to scholars. Because
there's no serious money in the pro~

ject, I'll have to do all the production
work myself to keep costs down. But
my critical writing is a labour of love,
almost but not quite a hobby, so my
fiction writing takes precedence."

For many, the prospect of all the
additional work involved in self- H
publishing is a deterrent, particularly ave changing approaches to
those specialist tasks requiring a reading altered authors' ap-
particular expertise. "I would rather proaches to their work? Should we
leave those jobs that I'm not good write differently for the new media?
at or know little about to someone "I have a suspicion that people do
else," says Usa Tuttle, "preferably read ebooks slightly differently, but
someone who is really good at a no, I have not changed my style and
task I would struggle with, like de- probably won't," says lisa Tuttle.
sign and marketing. 1have opinions "Not for my fiction. The only thing
on covers, but that's all they are. It my awareness that reading on~

is nice to be consulted - r.~:::~~.1IIl1 screen is different
veto power is especially from reading on a
good! - but any random page has affected is
person is as likely as I am that I try to eschew
to have a really good idea subtlety in emails and
for the artist or approach be very clear and
taken to a cover straightforward -
for one of my ditto, Facebook."
books. As for edit- Michael Swanwick is
ing, of course 1 adamant: "Writing is
self-edit (known as writing is writing. I
'revision') and I write as well as I pos-
can proof-read, sibly can and then I
but the point of sell the results to the
having an editor is best available market.
that they see That's it." Read al-
things the author most any writing forum - or,
doesn't - some- for that matter, any publish-
times I know ing/marketing forum - and
something is you11 get that advice repeat-
wrong with the edly: write, and write as well
structure of a nov- as you possibly can. Michael
el but don't know how to fix it; goes on to add, "The only real
sometimes 1have no idea that I've change I've made in recent years is
spelt a name wrong ('You mean it is consciously dividing my writing into
"Rod Serling", not "Rod Sterling'?'), serious work and what Graham
and I may have written four or five Greene called 'entertainments'. The
versions of a single scene without Mongolian Wizard stories appearing
noticing that I've repeated the same on Tor.com are a good example of
word four times on one page, or the latter. They're very much in the
changed one character's age - and tradition of Paul Anderson's Opera-
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tion Chaos and Randall Garrett's
Lord Darcy tales. There's an
underlying seriousness, but
their purpose is primarily to
entertain."

"I haven't made any conscious
changes to adapt my writing
style to the medium," says lin
da Nagata, "but then again, the
original work that I'm publish
ing is intended to come out in
both ebook and print-on
demand. I do think there's a
place for shorter books these
days, especially given the time
crunch so many readers are
facing. One of my original titles
is only 65,000 words, which is a
great length to work with both
as a writer and a publisher."

Jumping between media and
varying approaches has become
second nature to Steven Savile.
"I wrote the storyline for Battle
field J last year, the massive
computer game, which leant
heavily on the style of Silver,
for instance, but 1just did a



kids set of Top Trumps
books for Penguin
about dinosaurs and
creatures of the deep,
and have done fantasy,
SF, and everything in
between thanks to the
media stuff, which can
be mimicking other
people's voices (in the
case of lV shows) ra
ther than writing in my
own... but I did do an
audiobook for Torch-

i~~~h~~~ ~::t ~~~~ra ~iiL::lI/I
very different kind of writing - the poor
narrator would have died over some of
my character names and tongue-twister
sentences - we read differently with
our eyes. Words read to us need a dif
ferent rhythm..

"But ebooks have allowed me to do a
series of collaborative novellas that are
all linked - the sally Reardon Supernat
ural Mysteries - that wouldn't exist
otherwise. And technology allows me to
collaborate with Americans, Brits, Aus
tralians and Canadians (so far this year)
... which is mad in and of itself,"

Others, like Jeff Noon,
are drawn to the possi
bilities offered by the
way people read, and
interact With, the newer
ways we have of pre
senting stories. "This is
very interesting, I think,"
he says. "We know by
now that people can
read novels easily on the
smaller Kindles. As soon
as the screen gets too
big however, iPad size,
then people find it more
difficult to stick with long

narratives, So that may well af
fect the length of stories. Chan
nel SKiN is a short novel any
way, more like a novella, so I
think it's the perfect size for the
new media. But if readers really
want to read, they will read, no
matter the platform. So for nov
els, I'm not changing my style
consciously to work with the
new media. But I think there will
be new kinds of storytelling that
will rise from the technology
itself, in regard to both opportu
nities and limitations. I have a

number of experiments on the
go at the moment that will ex
plore these new possibilities."

Intemctions

I n today's interconnected,
social media-rich world, con

tact with readers is easier and
more prevalent than in the past.
Is this a good thing? And does it
- or should it - influence our
work?

"Oh, it is much easier and
more prevalent," says Lisa Tut
tle. "Almost unavoidable! I do
like hearing from people who
have read and liked my work
and obviously they find it much
easier to just drop me a line on
Facebook or via my website than
they ever would have when you
had to write a whole letter and
then find an address to send it
to, and then worry that the pub
lisher probably wouldn't forward
it. .. so, I do hear from more of

Writing is like any skill, practice may not make perfect but it can certainly help make us better. These short exercises are designed to help
you think critically about what you do when you write. You should be able to complete each exerdse in about fifteen minutes. Use them to
spark new ideas, to break a logjam in your writing or just to practice your craft.

1.

2.

3.

In a public place, pick someone out of the crowd. Write about the scene from their point of view. What do they see when they

glance your way?

Take a passage from a book you have recently read and write it from different points of view. If it's written in the first person II

did this") or- third person IHe went there") tJy rewriting it in the second person ["You were here") or from the point of view of an

omniscient narrator. Don't just change the pronouns, tJy to figure out how the different point of view changes the imagined world.

Write a short scene In the first person. Write it about someone who is sitting in a coffee shop. They have just learned that they

have an incurable disease: but do not tell the reader. What would the world look, sound, feel, smell, and taste like? What wi!! catch

their attention?
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my readers, and that is lovely.
But, I know that this contact can
be a double·edged sword ... it is
notso nice to hear not-nice
things, of course! Or to read
'reviews' from people who con
sider it a personal affront if they
don't like your book - they can
respond as if they've been mis
sold inappropriate insurance by
a pushy salesperson, when in
fact they've chosen to buy a
book on the basis of another
reader's opinion - or, worse,
they can sound as if the writer
must have set out to offend or
trick them. I don't know if it in
fluences my writing. I kind of
hope it doesn't - that I'm not
swayed by either the praise or
the grumbles."

Kim Lakin·Smith points out a
difference between how we in
teract online and off.
"Increasingly, I think there can
be a division between the per
sonality of the writer online and
in real life," she says. "Social
networking is a breeding ground

alytical, antagonistic and political
opinion, often offered by individ
uals who wouldn't say boo to a
goose in person. Of course this
is wonderful bait for attracting
attention, and by proxy, new
readers. That said, it is still the
storytelling which should speak
loudest in terms of attracting a
readership, and the hope is that
no amount of PR will disguise
bad writing.

"In terms of readers having
greater contact with the author,
I thrive off reader/writer interac·
tion and am eternally grateful
for people taking the time out to
talk to me about my work. I al
ways try my best to put myself
across in a truthful light, in other
words friendly, outgoing and
reserved by equal measure, and
a little odd at times - not unlike
my stories."

For most, contact with readers
has been a positive thing. 'Til
admit to being surprised that my
readers are pretty much the way
I imagined them," says Michael
Swanwick, "smart, open
minded, willing to be challenged,
happy to be entertained. What
were the odds?"

Contact with readers can
sometimes offer a welcome
spark, too. "My contact with
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readers has almost always been posi
tive," says linda Nagata, "so I enjoy
being able to interact with them, and
that interaction can be helpful in sur
prising ways. Last year, a long-time
reader wrote a bit of a diatribe in a
comment on my blog, insisting that I
should write more short stories because
it would be good for my career. I hadn't
written any short work in over a dec
ade, but this reader provided the nudge
I needed to get going again - and I
sold five stories in the ensuing year." It
can be a double-edged sword, though.
"The hard part of interacting with read
ers is when I can't give them what they
want. I've been encouraged to write a
fifth Nanotech Succession novel, as well
as a third Puzzle lands novel. I'm seri
ously considering both, but I have to
weigh the odds. Will there be enough of
an audience to make the effort worth
while? Or is it better to roll the dice on
something new? Still, simply knowing
that there are people eager for the next
book, whatever it might be, helps im
mensely."

Writers are not necessarily the most
gregarious of people - after all, they
choose to shut themselves away from
the world and make stuff up for most of
their working life. For some, the inter
net can dissolve some of the barriers.
"I'm not a great internet 'chatter'," says
Jeff Noon, "never have been, so I tend
to keep that side of things to a mini
mum. But I use Twitter to give out
news and views, and to connect to fans,
and most of all to write fiction. I started
to create 'spores' earlier this year, 140
character stories. I've done a lot of
them by now, well over a thousand, and



I write them more or less every day. I
enjoy that side of it tremendously." For
others, it just ain't gonna happen: "I
hate it and can't do it... .. says Steven
Savile. "I'm useless at it. I envy guys
who do it well."

social networking has become
the norm. I still need the prover·
bial kick up the bad<side by my
husband in order to keep my
blog up to date. But I do under·
stand that the visitor stats spike
whenever I publish new content.
Quite how that translates into
physical sales of my books, I
don't know. The whole process
is very much a part of modern
publishing. In fact, I know of
one publisher who daims they
won't touch an author without a
strong online presence. For me,
the way a writer presents her or
himself online has become an art
form in itself."

"The consensus of my editors
is that I should promote myself,
and so I do," says Michael
Swanwick. "I have no idea
whether it actually does any
good, so I try to make the pro·
motions worth doing for their
own sakes. To promote Danang
With Bears, for example, I wrote
a series of podcasts for starship
Sofa, in which the protagonists
explain the ins and outs of run
ning a confidence game. Grego
ry Frost was magnificent as the
British master con artist Darger
and I got to play the bluff Ameri·
can dog-man Surplus. That was
enormous fun.

"I put in about twenty minutes
a weekday on my blog, which
has turned out to serve well as
the diary I never had the disci·
pline to maintain. Facebook is
more of an indulgence than a
promotional device; its chief re
sult has been to build a rabid
following for my wife's break·
fasts."

Is social media more about
preaching to the converted,
though? "I do the minimum pro
motion of announcing new publi
cations across the usual social
media as well as my blog," says
Linda Nagata. "I also have a
newsletter which I encourage
anyone with an interest in my
work to sign up for - it comes
out rarely, but it's the best way
to know when something new is
available. But these means are

talk to a group - those are spe.
dal events, it's great to be able
to go out and meet people,
whereas blogging, giving inter·
views, trying to think of some
thing intriguing to say about my
books, all that is just more time
spent at the computer but not
doing my real work!' [Oops
Ed.]

For others, social media and
promotion have become a natu
ral part of the landscape, to var
ying degrees. "I do little bits of
promotion here and there, now
and again," says Jeff Noon. "I
don't want that side of things to
take over my life and my writing
time in any significant way. I'm
on the long tail, which means I
can do a kind of low-level, more
or less constant promotion.
Slowly I am making contact with
people, mainly through TWitter,
who are working in digital cul
ture in various ways. Hopefully,
some mutually beneficial pro
jects will come out of these con
tacts. I'm interested in creative
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that rise naturally
from the books,
both in style and
subject matter."

"I do actively pro
mote my work
online, via my web·
site, guest blogs,
Facebook, and
Twitter," says Kim
lakin-Smith. "I
can't say this is

something that comes
entirely naturally to me.
Whether this is due to

quintessential British
queasiness when it
comes to 'bigging
myself up' or just
shyness, I am not
sure. I have had to
train myself to see
self-promotion as
part of the job de
scription. Myco~
lation is that self
promotion via per·
sonal websites and

Thehardsell

As our featured authors have al
ready commented, the business

- and marketing - side of writing has
become an increasingly important part
of an author's working life. Do they ac·
tively promote their work, and, if so,
how much time does it take up. Do they
enjoy it, or is it a necessary evil?

As Steven savile has already said, that
side of the writing business doesn't
come naturally. "1 try to do some... but
I'm a useless blogger, for instance. My
best promotion is my next book. But I
am more consciously aware that I need
more reviews, links with bloggers etc...
but god it's hard. It just goes against
my personality."

"Well, I've finally got a website,
as well as Facebook pages," says
Usa Tuttle. "I am aware of having
the obligation to promote my
work! But I am not very interested
in doing so, and afraid I
probably don't do it very
well. I don't spend much
time on it, and sometimes
worry that I should be try
ing to think up some more
subtle and dever
way of selling my
work beyond just
putting the infor
mation 'out there'.
Generally I consid·
er it a 'necessary
evil' - I don't en
joy having to try
to 'sell myself or
my books (much
as I want people
to buy and read
them!) - although
I love going to book festivals,
conventions, any sort of event
like that; I enjoy meeting read
ers, love giving readings, am
happy to do signings or give a
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only useful in communicating
with people already familiar with
my work. In my experience, so
cial media is not very helpful at
all in expanding readership, un
less someone else, someone
influential, is pushing your work.

"I've never tried ads. I've never
done a blog tour. I am happy to
participate in articles like this
one, because it's another means
of connecting with potential new
readers. But promotion is hard, I
don't enjoy it, and I don't spend
a lot of time at it. For the next
novel though, I've got some pro
motional ideas simmering. We
shall see."

Thestnteofplay

Noone would argue that
the publishing landscape

isn't going through a process of
dramatic change, but perhaps
one thing this discussion shows
is that it's hard to generalise
about the impact of this on au
thors. Some are losing out, some
just keep on doing what they do
best, while others are excited by
the new possibilities. It's tough
to rise to the top of the heap,
whatever the environment is like,
but writers are still finding audi
ences, for now, at least.

"We used to complain in the
1970s, the 1980s, the 1990s,"
says lisa Tuttle, "about the un
fairness of the fact that the going
rate for short fiction was still
roughly what it had been in the
1950s, despite the fact that the
price of books, magazines, and
indeed everything had increased.
But I don't think anyone (except
perhaps an opportunist fanzine
editor, offering to print anything)
ever asked me for free stories.
And I do get asked that now, and
realise, when I see the anthology
appear, a handsome volume from
a small press, that quite a few
'professional' writers must be giv
ing away their stories. Why? Be
cause there aren't enough paying

markets for short stories? And
once it's out there, maybe anoth
er anthologist or lV producer will
make an offer... Of course 
Howard Waldrop aside - no one
imagined making a living as a
short story writer; that was like
expecting to make your living
writing poetry. Making a living
from writing novels was rarely
possible - unless you were turn
ing out several a year (under dif
ferent names), you'd usually also
have to do journalism, or write
advertising, or teach, or be sup
ported by a partner for years.
Nevertheless, quite a few of us
managed to scrape by, because
we did get paid for our work 
even if it wasn't what even an
optimist might consider a living
wage. But for the near future? I
don't know what that holds."
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Steven Savile echoes this: "Big mer
gers, shifting sands underfoot. It's
frightening. I don't know what the land
scape will look like in two years' time.
My last novel didn't make it into Water
stone's, and it was published by Pen
guin... Once upon a time that would
have been a given. In a numbers game,
things like Bookscan become a massive
sword of Damocles over our heads. The
risk is to try and think what will sell, not
what do I want to write? That's the les
son I'm trying really hard to learn."

"The history of publishing has been
one continual series of disasters spelling
doom for writers: Samuel Johnson de
stroyed the patronage system, and writ
ers couldn't make a Jiving anymore,"
says Michael Swanwick. "Newspapers
stopped serialising novels, and writers
couldn't make a living anymore. Rental
libraries went under, and writers could
n't... The pulp magazines folded and
writers... Ebooks and internet piracy
came along and...

"And yet here we are. Writers are as
tough as rats. We've always found a
way to survive and we always will."

And maybe not just survive: "We are
creating a new literary landscape," says
Jeff Noon. "The major newspapers and
the big publishers are still clinging onto
the old ways, but that will change. We
will see more and more smaller inde
pendent presses, and more and more
writers going it alone, as I have. This is
going to produce a whole range of new
books and new themes and new styles.
The gatekeepers are losing their place;
the doors stand unguarded. I really do
believe that SF writers are uniquely
placed to write the true novels and short
stories of this new borderless zone, and
to explore the possibilities of the future."

FIN.



BSFA Poetry Submissions edited by Charles Christian

Time for our second selection of sci-fi and
fantasy poetry fur FOCUS and 1I15 time I
have to take a leaf out of Bill and Ted's
ExcellentAdventureand suggest that all
would-be contributors need to lighten up
dudes! We had a record number of sub
missions but way too many that lacked
the spark of life (which might seem o~

moronic when writing poetry about vam
pires and zombies) and deftness of touch.
Or, to put it another way: don't take your
selves and your writing so seriously. Have
Fun, enjoy yourselves with your craft:
and you11 also find your readers will enjoy
yourW()(1<. more.

What else? Moving on from oxymorons
to irony, it is ironic that earlier this winter
the Sdence Fiction PoetryAssodiJIion in
the US agreed on a new tee-shirt design
featuring a slogan by the American horror
writer and poet Midlael Arnzen. (You can
find him at @MikeAmzenonTwitter.)The
SFPA slogan is "jn space no one can hear
you rhyme" which is a great pun on the
old Alien movies tag-line. That's the good
news. The bad news is we also had a glut
of submissions that were, to paraphrase
the words of that arch-diva Grace Jones
"slaves to the rhyme". End rhymes have
their place in poetry but not dunking,

forced end mymes at the expense of eve
rything else. Once again, have fun with
your work and so will your readers.

TopK:s·wise, the most popular subject:
matters for poems were Doctor Who,
vampires and zombies. Very little
'traditional' science fiction and no High
Fantasy, which is perhaps surprising con
sidering the new Hobbitmovie is in the
11e'NS. I know I shouldn't: express prefer
ences but my favourite in this selection is
California Vamp by James S [)orr. It has
that deft touch I mentioned, capturing the
poignancy of the protagonist's plight but
without hammering the message home
with all the subtlety of a stake being driv
en home into a vampire's coffin.

California Vamp

She missed the sun.

While vampirism was a ball,

she missed the sun,
the days of partying and fun,

the beach, the bars, her friends, the mall,

non b100d·based drinks, but most: of all

she missed the sun.

- James S. Dorr

'Tooth' by DetrOIt writer ond omit Acquonetto M Sproule
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- Ben Macnair

Dalek Poetry

The Dalek is not well known

for its mellifluous voice,

nor is it known for its poetic imagination.

The Dalek is not known for stairs,

or for speeches at weddings.

DaJeks are not well known for their appreciation of the arts,

unless it is watching repeats on Dave,

which they11 watch for hours,

drinking lager and eating Vindaloo,

for exterminating is what they like to do.

after you won 

riding the lift

with your clones

- Eileen Ward Birch

- Julie Bloss Kelsey

Haiku

With apologies
to HG Wells

The machine it rattled and shook

The dials whirred and spun

We disappeared from sight
Into the future of OUf world

- Andrea Porter

How will its skin warm to my finger tips?

Smooth is a language that has no word

for this desire. Eye contact holds no I.

In its voice I hear every note, one song.

"Asexual clones »EYe developedin the 23rd
centurybut these were found to be UI7SllC

cessful in l¥Grl: environments. "
- Gone Technicians HandlxJok Cha;X"er 7

Having It All

I sit down beside him, her, it.

We talk about the shift, the food,

the way a work station is sticky

after 17 has eaten donuts.

I cannot take my eyes from its mouth
the way its face at rest can return

to a state of everything and not quite.

I have thoughts of reaching out, touch.

It smiles and each breath is a rolling dice

and nothing is all and more and more

and aU I want is it, a moment of reply

other than its fleeting glance of pity.
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The New Blue Kiosk

The kiosk door ~ _~.

"I need some !Teesias, please,"

1plead, wedgi~ the crack

with my foot.

He shoves a plastic bag into my arms:

"last of the day: free to a 9000 home."

The door slams.

Mental health issues, obviously;

young men dont wear bow ties.

And he's given me celery,

beyond its date.

At home, I snip the packet's end

wallowing in disappointment:

the contents are furry

and smell like Grandad's wind.

t leave it on the table
while I make a OJppa.

The fur moves:

tensl~, bulgi~ - splitli~ the pad<et.

Not a butterfty but an enormous elbow,
bicep, pees and paw

- no! Hand: fur-backed, leather palmed -

a huge face: two eyes, deep-set yet gleami~;

beneath a brow, frowning

over a yawn of yellowed canine teeth than woukl

CCJrNa lion.

As woulcl his breath.

An entire gorilla - silverback,

not a comparatively petite female 

ecloses.
My Ikea table cracks, collapses;
he fills the ~tchen;

the grill vibrates with his resonant

greeting grunts.

"Did you eat my ceiely?" 1wonder.

He looks sheepish, stifli~ a burp.

Then, with a theal:Jica1 sleight cI paw,
he sweeps a bunch of freesias

from an altemative universe.

- Myfanwy Fox
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TYPING IN THE MARGINS
Una McCormack writes tie-in novels, and loves it

To date, I've published six TV tie-in novels based on Star Trek
and Doctor Who (with another Star Trek novel in progress).

I've also recently been writing for Big Finish, producers of audio dra
mas based on Doctor Who and various spin-series.

I'm aware that writing tie-in novels falls very low down the geek
hierarchy and I make no pretence to be a great literary innovator.
These novels are meant to be (and I write them to be) good stories,
solidly told. Nonetheless, tie-in writing has been good to me, allow
ing me to get published, as well as giving me considerable creative
freedom to write about subjects that are dear to my heart. I am, I
believe, a rare example of a British woman writer publishing science
fiction novels with big publishing houses in both the US (Pocket
Books/Simon and Schuster) and the UK (BBC Books/Random House).
I bear in mind what Joanna Russ has to say about the confused
standards often applied to women's writing: "She wrote it, but it isn't
really art: it's a romance, a thriller, a children's book - it's SF!" To
which I would add: "She wrote it: but it's got a TARDIS on the cov
er]"

My 'background' was in media fandom and fan fiction writing. While
other members of the BSFA were perhaps losing themselves in the
short story collections and novels from the Golden Age, I was watch
ing and re-watching my few off
-air and increasingly jaded cop
ies of Blake's 7. I inherited nu
merous fan-fiction zines from
an older sibling, and, as a
child, raided the library for
Doctor Who and Blake's 7nov
els. later, as a teenager, I
consumed Star Trek: The Next
Generation novels. Around this
time, I progressed to writing
fiction of my own. These earli
est stories, written in my late
teens and early twenties, ap
peared in old-fashioned zines.
With the internet (and a new
interest in Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine) came online fan
fiction. And, via email, came a
note from an editor at Pocket
Books, saying that my DS9 fan
fiction had been praised to him, and
asking whether I'd be interested in
pitching to the range.

I'll leave you to imagine my re
sponse.
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THE PRACTICAL

BUSINESS OF

WRITING TVTIE-INS

For both the 'universes' in which
I've written, the writing process

begins with an outline. TV tie-in writing
involves an extra round of vetting, in
which outlines are passed from the pub
lisher to the licence holder (in the case
of Star Trek, to CBS; in the case of Doc
tor Who to the BBC, or 'Cardiff' as the
shorthand has it). The Doctor Who book
outlines are checked by the production
crew to make sure that there isn't over
lap with ideas currently in production.
With the Star Trek books, the shows I
have written for have been off-air, the
vetting process is chiefly to make sure
that nothing too outre will occur to the
characters: there is a sense of custodi
anship towards these popular and well
loved figures. Requests for small
amendments generally follow, the aim

being to find a story which everyone
is happy to tell. Sometimes the re
quests for changes are more sub
stantial: I went back to the drawing
board on one occasion when I
pushed Ben Sisko slightly too far in
the direction of realpolitik! Myout
lines have varied in length from 2
pages/1200 words to much lengthier
treatments of 7-10k (for a much
more ambitious book).

The novels too have varied in
length, from about SO-60k for the
Doctor Who books (which are cur
rently conceived with their younger
readership in mind), to 70-100k for
the Star Trek books. The outline,
while crucial to the commissioning



process, provides more a framework for invention than a straitjacket to
which I'm subsequently rigidly committed. The stories unfold as you tell
them, in the way all storytelling happens, and I find plenty of surprises
along the way to keep the writing process fresh and interesting for me.
Particularly when a show is in production, and the production team have
other immediate and pressing concerns, the turnaround between outline
approval and manuscript due date can be very tight: being able to cope
with this is, of course, why you're being hired'

TV tie-in novels are licensed work, written with the permission and super
vision of the creators, studios, or other copyright holders of the original
characters. This means that you are, on occasion, simply doing a job for
hire: 1do not hold copyright on my Star Trek books. (I do hold copyright
for the Doctor Who books, although obviously not for those elements that

are trademarked to the BBe.) It's true therefore that,
in theory, CBS could therefore make themselves very
rich from something that I've written. I'll believe it
when I see it.

1don't underestimate my huge luck in getting invited
to write for the Star Trek books (which in turn led to
writing the Doctor Who books). 1know that writing a
Star Trek or a Doctor Who book is a fondly-held ambi
tion of many of my writing colleagues, who often ask
how I broke into writing them. I'd advise anyone hop
ing to write for a particular series to get publishing
their own work first. The publishers want to know that
their authors can reliably fill particular publication
slots. You need to be able to demonstrate that you're
able to deliver a manuscript of the required length in
the required time.

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
AND LIMITATIONS

Generally, when J'm asked about writing TV tie-ins, the question is
framed in terms of constraints: there seems to be a sense that

working in a pre-existing universe necessarily implies some limit upon my
creativity. The most obvious constraints are related to the characters and,
to some extent, the settings that are available to you. The Doctor, Amy,
and Rory were always going to be necessary components of an Eleventh
Doctor novel, and some mention of the TAROlS was likely. Recently, the
Doctor Who books have been published twice-yearly in batches of three:
the creative director, in pursuit of variety, might therefore ask you for
something "contemporary and spooky" or "with aliens, please", to make
sure that the books being published aren't the same. Beyond that, I've
been able to interpret any brief freely, and I've been fortunate that my
own taste for Doctor Who to be fantasy adventure has been in keeping
with the show's current tone. In general, I think it helps to see these re
quests as inspirations rather than limitations.

An editor with responsibility for a long-running series in mind might ask
you to focus on a particular character who has not been foregrounded in
recent books, or perhaps you might suggest it: for example, in my most
recent Trek novel, Brinkmanship, I made Beverly Crusher a major protago
nist, not only because the character has largely been a spear-carrier and
deserved a little time in the sun, but because the book was a (successful)
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experiment in ensuring gender
parity across the characters. (I
had also had some fun playing
with the genre of feminist utopi
as.) In my DS9 novel Hollow Men,
I brought together the characters
of Doctor Bashir and the station
constable Odo, a combination not
seen much on screen, but which
seemed to offer potential for hu
mour. One 'constraint' that I feel
keenly is to make the characters
sound right: this is often how a
book will be judged byaficiona
dos, and you do feel a certain
amount of responsibility to make
Picard 'sound like' or 'act like' Pi
card, knowing that a reader will
be disappointed by a wrong note.

Perhaps the main constraint is to
remain consistent with what's

been established on-air, or in oth·
er books. With Doctor Who, I take
the path of least resistance, and
don't go near complex backstories
about, for example, Gallifreyan
politics. The Star Trek book series
is now a very well-evolved and
complex shared universe. I've spe
cialised in writing stories about

one particular civilisation (the car
dassians); even so, other authors
have built aspects of that world
and that culture. In general, it's
fun to take what someone else
has invented and see how it co
heres with your own vision. Again,
I think it's important to see
'constraints' as opportunities for
invention: a challenge to your own
creativity. If you're someone who
firmly believes in the individual
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nature of talent, and has anxie
ties about influence, 1V tie-in
writing probably isn't for you. For
those of us who like the collabo
rative nature of storytelling 
who enjoy picking up the ball
and running with it - this kind of
shared-world writing is going to
be a more enjoyable process.

It's been a delight to get paid
to do something that started out
as a hobby. It's good to know
that the books sell well and have
a wide reach - particularly when
you think of your argument in
favour of socialised healthcare
sitting on a bookshelf in an Okla
homa Wal-Mart. She wrote it,
and she wrote it as well as she
could - in the time available!

FIN.



HowTo WRITEA SENTENCE
Hal Duncan on getting the basics right

I n the paid critiques I.do for the Writers' Workshop, I'm otten faced with write~s
with a level of narrative prose so rudimentary that I really can't just tell them It

needs polish in this respect or that; I pretty much have to tell them the basics of
how to write a sentence. Of narrative, that is. Even when the prose is perfectly
acceptable as prose in and of itself, there can be so much that's wrong, to be hon
est, in terms of how it works as narrative, that the easiest thing to do is just pick
one sentence in particular and show them how to rewrite it, take them step-by-step
through the application of some basic principles. Hell, even when their prose isn't
too bad, it's easier to demonstrate than to explain the 'how' abstractly.

50 I've thought for a while that maybe I should turn all that work into some sort
of Sentence Writing 101 post for the blag, but of course, I can't exactly use a cli
ent's text even anonymously. What to do, then? What to do? It's actually kind of
hard to deliberately write a sentence that's fucked up in all the ways I need for
such a demo. But fear ye not. A flash of inspiration hit me, I had a quick shufty
online, and came up with this prime example from Jim Theiss's seminal 1970 novel,
The EVe of Argon:

"A sweeping blade of flashing steel riveted from the massive barbar
ians hide enameledshield as his rippling right arm thrust forth,
sending a steel shod blade to the hilt into the soldiers vital organs. '"

I think we can safely all agree that this is unmitigated shite, yes? OK, then. Let's
take a closer look at it and see if we can't perform a little alchemy, transform it. ..
well, if not into gold then at least into a serviceable steel. Because really, the princi
ples involved in writing a decent fucking sentence of narrative... they're not that
fucking complex.

1. Decision

There are many things you want to say in a sentence, but you can't say them all.
Decide between them. There are many ways a thing might be said. Decide between
them. There are many words on the shelf, close enough to hand that you could
grab anyone of them and just chuck it in there. Don't. Stop. Look at those words.
Decide between them. And when you do put the words down on the page, there's
still a decision to be made as to whether the sentence says what you want it to.

Good decision is conscious, considered, confident, conclusive*. To be those
things, decision must be informed. Decision resolves. Decision is therefore ultimate-
ly about clarity - clarity of purpose creating clarity of import.

So...
You're aiming to say three things here, that (1) a blade is swung by a barbarian

as (2) his arm thrusts forward, (3) skewering a soldier's belly.
The word "riveted" has been grabbed off the shelf. Is this what you mean? Check

the dictionary. No, it's not. How about "enameled"? No, that's clearly just the first
that came to hand too. You figured, what the fuck, it was close enough - but it's
not. And "shod"? A blade is made of steel, not shod with it. Did you stop and think
what you're trying to say? Did you mean that the sword comes out of the shield
(huh?!) or out from behind it? Did you mean that the blade is sent to the hilt or
that it's sent up to the hilt?

With "rivet," you should be deciding that you mean a sudden action as from a
riveter's gun - a shooting forward. With "enameled," you should be deciding that
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you mean "wrapped in." With "steel shod blade," you should be deciding you

just mean "steel blade." You should be deciding that the sentence needs

"behind" and "up":

A sweeping blade offlashing steel shot forward from behind the mas
sive barbarian's hide-wrapped shield as his rippling right arm thrust
forth, sending a steel blade up to the hilt into the soldier's vital organs.

17thinkwemnsafely
aBagreethat~is

unmitigatedshite,yes?"

2. Excision

There are many things you

can say in a sentence, but
you don't want to say them

all. We do not give a fuck

about many of the things
you could say. We do not

give a fuck about most of

them. Redundancy is fat,
and fat should be f1ensed.
Adjectives and adverbs -all modifying terms- are to be met with the ruth

less scalpel of a surgeon. Do they actually add information that is not carried

in the verb or adjective already? Even if so, is it information we need? Even
whole clauses are to be put to the sword if they repeat what has already

been said. If clarity is a primary aim, so too is economy. Excise all that is

extraneous.

So here, since the motion of the sword is the predicate of a clause, it
doesn't have to be a quality of the subject too. ''The moving blade moved" is

redundancy, the verb rendering the adjective extraneous. We can eliminate

"sweeping" then. We don't need to specify that it's his "right" arm either;

the reader's imagination will default to that. And if the blade "shot forward"
then we don't need to know that the arm holding it "thrust forth." This is
one action, not two. The secondary action performed by that arm is to send

the sword into the soldier's guts, so we can cut and stitch. Similarly we al

ready know that the object in use is "a steel blade."

So this:

A [sweeping} blade offlashing steel shot [forward} from behind the
massive barbarian's hide-wrapped shield as his rippling [right} arm
[thrust forth], sending [a steel blade} up to the hilt into the soldier's
vital organs.

Becomes:

A blade offlashing steel shot from behind the massive barbarian's hide
-wrapped shield as his rippling arm sent it up to the hilt into the sol
dier's vital organs.

3. Precision

There are many ways a thing might be said. Vaguetyis not good enough.

Where a sentence of basic prose is purposed to communicate, a sentence of
narrative is purposed to conjure. A sentence that only communicates what
happened is not narrative; it is deposition. Your job is not just to convey the

basic gist of a sequence of events to the reader, but to invoke that sequence
of events vividly in their imagination from the cumulative import of every

word and phrase. Vividness is cumulative, but so is vagueness, and vague
ness is not good enough. Exchange generic terms for precise ones. Look for
stopgap phrasings where there's an exact word for the meaning you're de

lineating clumsily. Look for stopgap combinations that don't work if you real
ly consider the precise meaning. After clarity and economy comes accuracy.

So, here, "shot" is a generic term for sudden movement, including all man-
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ner of firing and dashing motions. The word

you want is "thrust." Likewise "sent" is a
generic term for getting something from A

to B, where we could be using something
specific to the immersion of a blade in a

soldier's guts, like "buried." The term "hide
wrapped" is a stopgap phrasing for a mean

ing nailed by the term "leathered." Knowing

this aoout the shield, we
know what type of shield

it is, can replace the ge

neric "shield" with
"targe." And "rippling

arm" is rather inaccurate.
An arm doesn't ripple; it's

the muscles of an arm
that ripple. So we take

the sentence on another

step:

A blade offlashing steel thrust from
behind the massive barbarian's leath

ered targe as the rippling muscles of
his arm buried it up to the hilt in the
soldier's vital organs.

4. Concision

There are many words on the shelf that

you could use to say precisely what you
mean. But there are some words you can

use to say even more than precisely what
you mean here. And if the additional import

is one you're trying to convey elsewhere,
you can pot those two balls with one shot.

The word or phrase you use to describe an

action can capture qualities of the object
performing it, and vice versa. If you can say

two things with one word, do so. Even if
there's no rebound import, if you can use

two words in place of three, do so.** "But
isn't this just economy?" I hear you say.
Yes, this is economy returned with a venge

ance. Where economy is about rigour, this is

about vigour.
So, the word "flashing" is here being used

to conjure the reflection of light off the

blade, but it is also loaded with an import of

motion, sudden and swift. So we can kill two
birds with one stone, let "flash" be the verb.

It lacks the precision of "thrust," but it binds
object and action into object-in-action. The

phrase "blade of steel" can also now be
come simply "steel blade."

A steel blade flashed from behind the
massive barbarian~ leathered targe as
the rippling muscles ofhis arm buried
it up to the hilt in the soldier's vital
organs.



'7JidyoubuJyyour
bladeinhisvitnl

organs,ordidyvu
~itinhisguts?"

5./ncision

When you put the words
down on the page, does
the sentence say what you
want it to' The question
is, what do you want it to
say' The better question
is, what do you want it to
do? Do you want it to, for
example, encapsulate the
import of the actioo, as it
happens, how it happens? To cut to the very
quick of the event, to conjure it not just as a
superficial description of how this did that
and such-and-such happened, but to slice it
open and drop the reader right in it? Then
you need to carve into the nature of reality
itself.

How does a sudclerl attack that puts a
sword in your belly play from the inside? If
you'd seen the blade properly would it be in
your belly? Didn't you see it property a little

too late, when it was up to the hilt? Shift
that -blade- and we shift the awareness of
,I.

Steel Rashed from behind the~ve
!»rbaniln 3" leathered t4rge i1S the riP
pling muscles ofhis arm buried his
bI.KJe up to the hilt in the soldier's Vltal
organs.

Did his arm skewer you with his sword or
did he do it, him, the fucking cunt? Did your
arm skewer him with your sword or did you

do it, you, because you're a fucking god
among men? Let muscles of his arm do
what they actually did -ripple- and let the

barbarian take the glory/guilt that's his:

Steel flashed from behind the massive
barbiJrian~ leathered farge, as the
muscles ofhis arm rippled and he bur
ied his blade up to the hilt in the sol
dter's Vltd!orgtJn5.

Is his mass mere flabby corpulence, or is it
the rippling-muscled brawny bulk of a warri
or? Attach ~masslve~ to the muscle rather
than the barbarian and we lose the direct
specification of his size but gain a more pre

cise, albeit indirect, specifICation that con
jures the larger picture from the telling de
tail:

Steel fldshed from behind the barbiJr

ian~ leathered farge, the massive mus
cles ofhis arm rippling as he buried his

blade up to the hift in the sofdier's vltaf
organs.

Apply concision. Apply all previous princi
ples. These aren't stages you move on from,

go through one by one. There's no
moving on until the sentence is
good. So, apply concision. What are

"massive muscles" but brawn?

Steel flashed from behind the
barbarian's leathered farge,
the brawn ofhis arm rippling
as he buried hiS blade up to
the hilt in the soldier's vitd!

organs.

Did you bury your blade in his vital

organs, or did you Sink it in his
guts? How do you think of innards
as a barbarian? How do you think of
sticking the fucker? Isn't there just a
little more of yOUr satisfaction re

Rected in a 5SSSSiJnk'

Steel flashed from behind the
barbiJrian's leathered targe,
the brawn ofhiS arm rippling

as he Sdnk his blade up to the
hilt In the soldier's guts.

6. Decision

There are many ways to structure
the words in a sentence. There are

all the commas and conjunctions
you could ever want on the shelf,

close enough to hand that you could
just grab them and chuck them onto
the page, as and whefl it seems you
could maybe do with one. Put them
down and look at the sentence. Just
because it's grammatically correct
doesn't mean it's good. Remember,
where a sentence of basic prose is
purposed to communicate, a sen
tence of narrative is purposed to
conjure. The logic of structuring a

sentence of narrative goes beyond
grammar. It is a matter of dynam

ics, of focus turning and twisting
this way and that, slick as a swords
man's parry, feint and thrust. The

structure of your sentence is its
dynamics. The dynamics of your

sentence is Its drive. The drive of

your sentence is the impetus of nar
rative, draWing the reader in, whirl
ing them through your slingshot

syntax, hurtling them onward, sen
tence to sentence to sentence.
There are many ways to structure

the words in a sentence. Dedde
between them.

So, here, the SWift flashing of steel

requires a swift phrasing. So we
SWitch the full descriptor for a
punchier pronoun, let the brute hulk

of the barbarian fall back to his m0

ment of triumph:

Steel flashed from behind his
leathered targe, the brawn of
his arm rippling as the barbari

an sank his blade up to the hilt
In the soldier's guts.

If that steel is being whipped out

from behind the shield, suddenly
being made visible, we can let the
structure of the sentence reflect
that, present the "from- adverbial

first, then spring the flashing steel
upon the reader as suddenly as It'S
sprung on the soldier:

From behind his leathered
targe, steel flashed, the bfawn
ofhIS arm nppllflg as the bar
barian sank his blade In the
soldier's gut up to the hilt.

When does the brawn of his arm
ripple? Simultaneous with the sink

ing of the blade, but after the flash
of steel? Or vice versa? Is it all hap
pening at once - steel flashing as
brawn ripples as the blade sinks into
guts? Or is what we're going for

here the sequence in which they
register, the shift of those m0

ments... quick. quick, and suddenly
all too final.

From behmd his ledthered

large, steel f/dshed, the brawn
ofhis dfTT1 rippled, and the
barbarian sank his blade in the
soldiers guts up to the Mt.

If we're applying the same logiC of

perception to the rippling of brawn
as to the flashing of steel though,
let's apply the same syntax. We're
not losing the precision of an arm, if

you think about what brawn is actu
ally involved here. We're gaining the

precision of an arm, a shoulder, a
whole body putting its bulk behind

that blow:
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From behind his leathered targe, steel flashelt brawn ripplelt and tile
barbadan sank his blade in tile soldier's guts up to tile lIilt.

But in that final action, is it awkward that the "up to the hilt" is dislocated
from "sank his blade"? Would a reversal of phrasing, "sank his blade up to
the hilt in the soldier's guts," be better? Or maybe that dislocation is exactly
what we want - two stages for the blade's motion, "in" and "up to the hilt."
let's apply incision here, and carve ourselves a new clause entirely, bring
back a verb from the cutting room floor to give the barbarian a syntax that
springs out steel and brawn on the soldier too fast for him to deal with,
skewers the poor fucker in the belly, and then drives his death home to him
with relish:

From behind his leathered targe- steel flashelt brawn dpplelt and the
barbarian sank lIis blade in tile soldier's guts- thrust it up to the hilt.

That's how you write a sentence. It's not a great sentence, just passable,
but then realty, if you asked me to get to a good sentence from that line, I'd
suck my teeth, shake my head and say, "You don't want to be starting from
here, mate." But it's a functional sentence of narrative, wrangled out of shite
by the application of basic principles to the words and their structurings
those principles of decision, excision, precision, concision, incision ... which
are all, you'll note, derived from the latin word for cut. Words are, as I've
said before, the only substance. Style is not a patina, a decorative finish; it
is a process, the process described above, performed with the scalpel of
one's sawy upon that substance.

Which is why, of course, the end result is 25 words versus the 34 of the
original.

Because style is not a fucking patina.

" Excellent decision is instinctive, intuitiv~ instilnt a skill learned to automa
tion, but to master the skill to excellence you need to go through competence.
Ifyou think you have mastery as an innate facility, I'm not innarested in your
condition.

"" Unless there's a damn good reason not to, like not demoting an object to
mere modirret; or simply because it would foul the rhythm. Note that I haven't
changed "rippling muscles ofhis arm" to "rippling arm muscles. "The rhythm
ofthe former is smooth, a slicker combo ofsyncopatedpunches finishing on
an uppercut - DUMdum DUHrohrohroh DUM - while that ofthe latter is awk
ward - DUDdum DUM DUHruh - not helped by the shared "m" at the endof
"arm" andstilrtof "muscles."
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Thilk this is)Jst soor~ from one ITlJSi::iirl who
<J<t>tmakelbog?Arod<.,-oduce<"'"""lJ__

ni ciscussed I back il the 1990s il a magazine,~

nun Ra:k h'No( v.tdl I had1't t'll!MS rJ before a
reade'" sent me to a~ (Fa trose d.,oo who wart
to read the erii'e artX:Ie. you can 1m l at negati
vtand.axrr/aIbinl) In (Il artde titled, "'lre PI"Clt*!m
WIh MuOc,"--1aI'at lte...""._ "CJ:SS'1hat

lte .......... _lDwhen lhev_-""
ad deal. The rrosidans rec:ei'Jed a $250,<XXl advance.
But b'{the b'ne the abJm get released a'ld the toll"

was completed, the ad\Ianc.e was gone - <rd the
musidansCM'ed the record label $14,000.

You're lI'lderstanding me~ The "standard" coo·
tractually negotiat:ed costs that the musicians agreed
would come out d their pxkets came to $264,000.
The only way for the artists to reooupthat loss was to

WRITING LiKE IT's 1999
Kristine Kathryn Rusch delivers a few home truths, and they hurt

W 'Why am I taIcrlg abJut movies t-ee? Because I w;rt 'tOO to see the rapdty ci
hen ct\ange hits in the arts, it hits change in the film inOOstly. Amar1<eting and business dedsiCI'l that was quite wiSe
hard. Re::entty, I was reading an fran ast:lJdK>'s pointdvieNended up having a map iTlpact:on the kinds d films

artide in the Apil2011 VanHyFarMagazif'1e that get prock.lced, distributed, and sold to film auctie1ces. Say what\QJ WIll atwt
about the rmvie Al/7lIe President's Men. The last the autEurs In the 197Os, roost cl them woukln't: have had a chance had the( started
two paragraphs ci the arOCle disoJss hcMt, in in the 19905. And it had nctIling to do with their talent
1975, Sidney Sheinberg at MCA came up with a It had to 00 wilt1 thevm.t the business had ctlange::l.

=.:~~~:::~ Thepl.tllGliogOOLl5t1yis~tt\roo1ltheexactsamekindofrapidchange.lt's
ala tme, and vo1<ed thei"waya::ross the coon- =':~~:n~I a~~ditfemt advice tonewer~
by. It meant that the stLdo had to make fewe"
copIesdthe lim, and thai: moviesax.ti beaxne wrters have to learn busi'lessand they have to Ieam the newbusiness. Ifttlet
"_._-li'nslhalactualybUlt-ct don\....,.,g>bvlte__.

ITlCIU:h OYer liTIe. I'm v.ooied abCJJI: ttis.. Arxt I~ been wcnied that mv friends and feby estab-

5heriJerg dedded to iYTJJrtize costs I:rt'~ Iished writers aren't: ITIOYi'1g with me. Here's vhf.
hl.ni'edsd~athefimtothearersalOYer It has bemme R:reasil'9t'deartomethatthe~inWsbyismak'l"lg
the CCllrtry, and to IU'l a naba'rMde adYerti:sirg chirlges that enUate the musK:: i1l1JStry. 1hc!iedus who exiSt on the pe-Vey d
~ at the same tine. Tt-e rrYJYie he crose the music irrlJstJy have heard Ii7 years that rev iWsts and eYer! estatmhed ones
to do lhisMth?.1Ms CiI'l'l make rnc:nev in the!raliti:lnal musiC irrlJstJy.

That be dea da1ged the way movies~ I dOlturderstaOO that lrtil I read Jaoob Sichter's So roo~8eA Rtx:kNRoI

:=:Alcij:: r-~-=--=-'----, ~~r=~~=a::=~==::
dent's Men gct re6eased just if ra twJndreds d thcosands d 00Iars. He delineated it all out in a long
after~ while this system book that showe:l just hoN the label ended up takilg a na'f.le artist and
wasstillnflux. putti'lg him intodett.

"J:Mswasa gcxxl, p::lpU1ist: S1idtt'er said this was why so many rock bandsdisbanded-because the
movie," ROOert Redford, star band Itselfwas a legal entity and as a legal entity it was in tn:k to the
d All the Ptesident's studi::>. The only way the I1lJSiCians could continue to perform and try to
Men, said. "But it 00:ame the earn money from their musi: was to create a new legal entity <rd aban-
f\ag:stlipfor a campaign that don the old one. Otherwise, they werewor1<flg in a k'n:i dil:1defW'a:j
0Yert00k. Ameri:an rn::Mes. It seMtu:Ie.
beGlme • sid< prlage, ad_-. ....
"" popoom and ,.-oc1JCl
placener<.I_lte
tmng ctAlIhe-"-Ve<Y_
lwasa very halest:<rd
~ tim I'm not sue lweCCll.ti have
managed it in Is puiy a decade c.- t'M) Iate".'"

OYer the yea-s, Redford has fasa'Iate:I me
because he has always had one foot in the
businessYlOl1devenashebuilthisartislic
career. He started the Sund<n:e Film Festival
when it be:::ame dear that the smaller films
which AD the Preiident's Menwas- had no
stK:It in the changing market The festival
helped giYe films like that, films that didn't
have the bmefJt rJ timing, a stu
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sign a nE.'Yo' dealwittl the label, ellen at IesseJ terms. If the label eve1 W<W'ted to sign them.
(That part is coortesy r:l Sldlter.)

How much cfld the label eam - with the same costs dedocted?

$710,000. In 19905 cIo/lars.

Albini am rlSts how rnu:h each "player" made. He includes a~ ($90,000), a manag
.. ($51,000), an """" ($7500) and a _ ($12,000).

He writes, "The band is roN 1/. r:l the way t:I'1rolJtjl its oont:ract,. has made the music jrdJs·
by mere than 3 millbn dollars ri:tIer, but is in the hole $1-4,000 in rovalties. The band memo
te's have each eamecI about Y.1 as much as theyv.uJ1d 'hO'ki"lg ata 7-11, but they got to

ride in a tour bus fora rTlCX'lth. The next album wiD be about the same, ~thattherec·
ord~wilinsi:sttheyspa1dmoretineandm:::neyooitsn::ethe~onel"le\oe'"

'recouped,' the band 'Ni1J have no leverage and will oblige."

INhen I read $lichter's IxJok, I thought. "Thank GOO publishing ha91't f9Jred out how to do
this to writers."

Well, folks, guess...mat Publishing has f9.Jred it cut

The day I wrote this, as I Icoked overyetCllllXheroontrad: addendum for a friend-this
addendum sent by a big-name agent who dmteK'n lxJther to d1et:k the a:IdendJm
agaInsttheorighalCDntTacttemJ5---ISimtheC/;P'C'fliderack:ledintorrrtfriend'scootract
TheC/;P'C'f rider-thething that says thewrita'" authorizes the publishing housetoneg:lti
ate wittl and pay the agent in the writ:er's name- was awful. My friend had e;jite,j it down to
something similar to what was offe'ed ten years ago, but I know dozens d writers who
probably ,.......cfid.

Writers are sigling~ their rights, just like the musicians listed above did, because these
writers atel't~ enough to LKdersl:and irdlstry change am how it impacts art (Uke
Re::tfad mentiooed in that aI:xlve quote.)

())ce upcn a time, publishing was a mooopoIy. From aIxxJI: 1920 to alxlut 2006, this Is how
pubrtShingv.ok.ed:

Writers provide content (pudld) to Publishers.

Publishers distribute that rootent to Distributors.

Distributors distribute Ixloks to Bookst:ores.

Book:st:ores distribute thatcontent to Readers.

NoY.',~,writerscandothis:

Writers provide content(~) to Bookstores

Bookstores distribute that content to Readers

The midcIeman is no longer necessary.

Many writers find lhisfOJfY.1hey don't understand lhatthey are-and aMa~
have/:Jef:p-inbusi1ess. So they don't act like busi1esso.o.ners.

BusinessCM'llE!S ilvest capital l(lfToottostarta busi'le:ss. They recoup that
investmert over time, and eventually eam money frcm that investrne'1t.

INhen p.tlIlshers starta:l paying advances, they ---i1 eIfect- told writers net to
bother their~ little heads with business. 'Write," the pubiishers said. 'We1
take care r:i your bil5 while you miSh that book."

Writersgol: used to this. Writers forgot that they had to take risksr:ltheirOM'l
liJ<eothersmaJlbusi7essOJ.117eS And riglt roN, that attitude Is bil:i1g writers In
the ass - and most r:l them don't&'erI realize it

Iwrileabbgcalla::l The&isinessRusdIonmywebsite.kristinek.at:ll
l\.lsetu:om. The bbg focuses on the dlanges in the publishing industry from the
write"s~. As I WItte my posts in 2011, I g:JI.: e-mails and prfvat:e a:m
ments from bng-time professbnaI writEr friends whi:tl, in effEd, SiI'f things ~ke,

'We need agents. We can't market our I:xJoks otherwise.~
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Rusch

The doors became open. AI that secret
italMm that agents got - ""'"
_was~_who_roo

the bigge< puttililg InJse il France,
what's the name dthe Iit8ary sc:cu: fa
su:h-<><ostuet>-OlUldbeGoo<;«l.

What's more, f yoo had a succ:essti.A
book or heI, even a mid-isI: book on a
trtlDPC(say,"""""'J,_theroo-
.." ...... and the HoIywood """"
carnelookilgforyoo.

01 the_

Throug, yoor e-mail.

I get letters all the time from interested
foteign publishers, and from movie pe0

ple. I j.Jst cbsed an option deal last
week with an i'1cIeperlde1t pnxll.J:El"
'Nho found me through my website.

Andlhi1tisndtnJ5lJi/l.

It's now a myth, an dd and tred myth,
that yoo need agents to open these

door.;. In fad:, agents wi ""'" cb;e the
do<:r.; by beIMlg thit I scme)<Ulg

_._ilFlq>lnyA,
_ .... agentcan_lhat_-

est with a studio so that the-stldo wi
paybg""""lroo-Flq>lnyA.I""had__that kh:I oIttWlgai the

tme, and it has ne'v'er ptn1ed CJJl

But siR:e I stopped using agents on
my~nibl:*!s-guessv.tlat?I

have t-k:tywood deals. V'o'ten I was
agentEd, I only had one option n twen
ty,.....

Now I have optioos running all the-Because rJ aa:ess.
And because I'm making my 0'Ml ded

sial. And because I cbwooy my for
oretv pretty lille head aboot trese
tt;ngs.

Moslol""oolIeaguesoonotr-.
thatthe_has_,lhat
"""Ylf>org they Ieamed whB1 they
were startrog 0Lt no_.
11"eydontr-.thatthe/Ju511es5
",rtoltter_has_dra
maDc:aty, that the de.aIs they're sqing,
the _ltley'Io wa1<ing with, wcu~
fitjustaseasilylltotherrosellckJstJv
ctthe 1990s.

Here's the flat truth of it, my friends:
lfyoo are a mid-list writer and you Sigl

a traditional publishing contract with
most modem terms, and you do so
with an agent -and not an IP attor
ney- negotiatlng for yoo, you will not
make any more than your advance on
tnatbool<

Ard.l'm ...Iy_".... """'"
OLtby<lesqlilgaS'1lillcalaiJgo..eol
mvV«l1c.Icansendthattoi'ldepen1-"'_'i'eltlema_
and _ CreaIE5pace pnxlJre and

send ttlem the paper books.

And suctIenIy, I en a puttsher-v.ti1
as/}'eat an abityto reach thearlSUll
er as t:n'I cI the 5lXaIed Big Six ph
Iisher.i. In tact, lean rach rraereaders
_I axtrol alolthe_and 1
c:anorttogonto~mart.etsthat

theycant_

lbe rron:JPOIy isn't just broken. It's
shattered.

Most WritErs oont realize that Most
don't want to do the "v«W' because
they dont know row WttIe wcri< they
have to do.

What. reaI~, must they 00'1"" must
pay someone up frortnstead ri Iettrg
that~takeaperce'ltagerlthe

Mrtnperpel:tXy.
So Iet'.-.ss _ becaJsethit

tDo6irrl1XJtart.

OncI!f.4XIlatme, 1 had an
agent "" IVe had a kt 01
agents. Ivld I needed them.

EYe<v_tld.
In the days befae the i1ter
net,beforethe~rJe

mail, befae Ilstant messaging

and Skype, agents had a pur
1X)Se. Wrtters hired agents for
their coonections. Agents got:
OOokslnlhedoorwithareloc
tant publisher. Agents found

,.------'...;;;::.--'-"--a...., -
-Pqem

got"" HoIywood
studils.

Ardwr<Bspa;d
the agent roo- those
oonnedi:lns.Wlit:.

""'.....-,
needed an agertto
~althe"""'"
and_door.;.

Sorre~

_ai, tid
thewcri<ltl<m
seNe<.11"ey

__iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiia~=~~

aged to get. into the edito(s offices, and
got_wcri<lookedat

But those writers were rare.

Then the inl:erT'la came abng. And
web pages. And e-mail.

Or

"PltishersntheCl"llymesvmocan get: us
ntonatiCllalbookstJ:rechains."

Or"I_no""",,""""__
HoIyv.oo<l/lhe__wthoLt""

agent"

And 'IOJ know what:?Ten~ ago, thi1t~
allnJe

PtA:ishershadalTlCllJlXttooclstrb.JtXnLh
less a write' beGme a fuO-ftedged p.tisher,
invested tms ri thousands ex 00lBrs on a singe
book, and I<r<!w row " wcri< the systEm, the
write" could nctget his I:x:lok into a bookstore.
How do I koow this? I <M'ned a ~b1ishing ex>rn
pany twenty years ago. I /ox:lwhow hard it used
to be. I rernernbe'" the footwor1<. my husband
Dean Wf!Stetj 5mttl used to do to get one
boclksIa'e, tv.o, 1Ne,. orten, 00 board. It was
Iabor--'He",""",~roo-"""

before ale took on our CDrJ1)aOY.

It's l"d: Ihat way any more. Now, I can reach
you with a tDj. I can take the noYel I tnshed
on Monday, pay a SiNV'I edtxr to!J) a.M the
book. paya ctJP(eitDrto rTIaIu! g,.re 1ti:ln't_",,_cha<-
acte"snamerrti.Yay
t:I'ln:ll.ql, payalXlYer
desigler to make mea
loYety aNer --aD fa a
llatke-andputthe
book~intv.omajor

.-.01 bookstDres by
the end ci the week.

One 01 those
000kst0res has sister
storesintheU.K.,
Spain, France, Italy,
and GemaIly, with
more countrieS on the

""".
otcourse,thisisane
book. Putti'lg up an e-OOok is spec
tlaJ4ariv...,-and_"",
have a v.attwide market If you're

_"90""""'
')QJ Ci!I1 have )OJr book in mere
"'"'20 rnajoo-'-"" bookstDres
wthi'l two weeks.

If Jspend about $50 on ere
ate5pace and add a small fee for
my cover designer to design a wrap
-around (front and _> ca;er, 1
can have a trade paper edition ri
my book that will be listed in the
catalogues of major distributors. I don't have to
do anyttling else. I don't have to court those
people for years, like Dean did twenty years
ago.
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And the advance is rot encujl to M!
on.Y()Jwiootbeat»etoreserYe~
book _ to,oo. T1nse _ wi be.

pet"CEf1agerJnet, whi:tI in most em
tIactsisLl'ldefined.And',Wwlha'veto
... .....,_.,lhatthe~
industry GWl adequately exercise those e
-book rights, mal<i""<;I any money )00

would re::eive CIlIi:lreql rights vanish.

If you have vdlat I'm OON begiming to
believe is the standard agency nee- in
yourartract, ',W wi aI9J bse a per"
_ctany..-y_saleto
that agert 8e7 T)QJ!Ted th3tqnin
the rT1IEliWUne <V1d 5m'IEmeelse neg:ij
ated the deal. PkJs that agert wi be
erdIed to a pen:etage rJ ir"f NJI1<: ',W
wrte using that: series, those charactf:rs..
1hat.....,,«_"""'"'*'91hal.
lte'e is a Ire itEm in Aloo's artDe at

the end. 5cmea'le else made mcney CIl
that altun deal. It was the previous
.""($50,000).
Change the WC<d ••"". to •..,..,...

<V1d ',W start to see the srope clthe-""".If',W <rea fIe.v YO* Tmesbestsel-
Ing alAha', <V1d ',W sil7l a tradIDlaI

_""""""""orosl"'ldem
terms, am you cb so wIh an agert 
<V1dootanIPal:tDlT'ley'-~fi:J'

you, U:ky you. Yoo have the r:hint:e
<V1d I mean chi1ncerJ eanr.g more
than your advance. YOJ better be a top

ten M:'w ya* T.mesbestselle'" arvj you
belter9:iJyCllthe listforlongerltlan
one week. Because all the thilgs I said
alxNewill~.

Thea1ly<iffererxE?You'ICflasizea
blesix.fq..n!~and'''''''''
smM,,..,.._atIeasllv.obocks,.,.,... the__

and they ....

DJ you knoN haN rreny fame" !«'w
Ycri T.mesbestselers I'm friends with?
DJ ',W knoN how many rJ them cant
get a traditmaI~~ deal for more
ltlanafiYe-fig.JreadVcln:e?

Most rJ them.

Ift:he{recifered a deal at aI.

Folks, aI rJ the thilgs you Ieamed

atn.< agerts. """"" and book,.-,.
esusedtobelnJe.

Ten yeas ago, you needed an agert

toopenthec:k:osfayouinb'aditDlal_.
Ten years ago, ',OJ Edtcr---who

bYed bocks (and sti IoYes bocks)-

<XUd9>tobatfC<,oow;ojW>thepo.b
ist1ing haJse and adlJaIy win the ligt,
proIe:lilg""" ..............

Ten yeas ago, tI'ilditmaI~
whileootafriendyirdJstry{IOOl\
thinkthereareiYlYr-didootscrewits
artlststheW<1fthatthemJSicindustry
ard Hollywood did.

T~yearsaga.

Not any rrore."I1W"<Js-_
so rapidythattheron_,_Iast5ep-
termer is oot a artrad:

''''''*'<9l_. Not
becau!ectthe""""""
trew!l'"l because rJ
scmerJthecootract
te'ms. EkJI: because l's
a multHxxJkoontrac1.
Ar<l"""""Y,y'aII,I
want to decide from
book to book if I want a
trad_ PJbIjshng
rompany toharde~.

Sometmes I wi. Sometines 11 use a
r10YeI as a loss leader. SomEDnes I wi
wart the tradI:i:rIaI p.dstling tnJse to
_alctthe""-

5C<T<Iines.

Bt.trdal lhetme.

Andcertairlyootfor~l:xx:Jksin

the same series. Now, rthatseriesisn\

bei1g "'" handled l7; my pulj;';"", I
want theQlful to do ~ myself. Hthe
book is being well ha'ldIed, I wnto
llSk fa a~ advance ard better
a>1lJ;lCtlBms.

I ha'vecb.tftr"thefirsttine in my
b.oeIylimemid-istcareer. I plan to use..
_ctmyfrierdsand-..,swi

"""''''''''''''lhatthey"",no_
rn;R a MIg as a wrter. l1ley1 VO'der

v.tIat haWened. 1hey1 wake~ one
day -after their IatfsllTlJlti-book an
tractis~<V1dwonder....mt

thehellha_.They""''''''',_ They """"lJ

from a hidebourd oId-fashialed industJy
toa~sharkPt-<V1d

ltley cii'l\ ew!I'"I reaIi2e it haWened.
It is happerW1g as qOOdy, if oot more-,---"""AlIhe~Men._

SiNVV t:u!iiness man that he is, saw the
wrting 00 the waI end decided to~
s;ayethekmrJrTlO'o'ie5thatheloYed.
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I am bying to saYe

wrms wh:Jse worK I
_The ...... wavto
dlthatistogetltlem
to.-lhatthey'\<!
rroYed to a tmiIe <V1d
unforgMng wortd, one
that is wilr.g-no,
eager- to take ad
vantage of them.

The agents that they
oncetrust:edrt:JNarl
9Nel to thei' agencies
flsteaddtothewrm.

l1'nse agerDes are trying to steal a
"""""""'ctthewrilB's~

The""""'''''''''they(_>
booehaYe~bstcb.tiltheir

0Ml iniJsby, and dlen GWl\ keep the
__lhatthey __

These wrters need to Ieam busi
ness, and they need to Ieam it fast.
Because the 9:ammers have ITlO'Ied
in, willing to take advantage rJ the

writerswhoarelrfWillingtoinvestinthemse/Yes,.
lWlWIingtopayf\at:feesto~that:cal

00 the worK for them if they ca"I\ 00 the wert-I'm smy to tel you tostDptl'U!itilg peq:e. I
know sane rJ these peope are ',OJ frierds.
$a(Jy, sane rJ these~ are my friends. In
fact, manyctthEse peope .... my friends.

Ar<lk_my-"trealvrealvdoes.
But please, 9J kJokat ltlatmJSic irdJstry link..

Then realize that this is what's happening in JX.l~

lisI1k1g""".

If you want to do aU the original work. create
the catI!nt that~ else is making a IJOOt:
on, and get paid less tha'l you voAd earn at
7/11, then 00l\ Ieam ir"frJthis.

Bt.tlthatidea SCiR5you. if the idea that)OO
rnitjlt neo.e- earn more than ',OJ adVcrce, end
maytle ootew!l'"l aI dthat, then inYestin)'OO"
d.leamtosayno.

And stop V«:lfIcilg on a t:u!iiness model tta's
telyearsOltrJdate.

FIN.

• Wnting Uke It's 1999.~ copynght ©
2012 by Kristine Kathryn Rusch

Excerpted from SUTVwmg The TmflSltion
by Kristine Katflryn Rusctl, WMG Publlsh
1ng,2012.

first published tn shghtly different form
as part of the Apnl 2011 BUSIness Rusch
blog,on~



TALES FROM TURKEY CITY
"PUSHBUTTON WORDS" .i"'.
Words used to evoke a cheap emotional response without engaging the intellect or the critical faculties.
Commonly found In story titles, they Include such bits of bogus lyricism as "star", "dance", "dream",
"song", "tears" and "poet"', cliches calculated to render the SF audience misty-eyed and tender-hearted.

A Song to the Sell ofTears

The tI!IrS were warm on AlIda's siJken cheek. The
movement d the ocean stirred a SUSlMTtIttOn. lei

_ shingle, that seemed to _ .... _ .. she

1_. ~~..........t,wheeled _ fast-movlng

douds, and turned Inland. The dawn warmed tile western
sky _ bands of orange and gold but heartache douded

her viSIOn, smear1ng tile world beyond <ecogn_.

Her true love was lost.

He had come to her .. she-. TIley had danced __

er for a white, distant music playing amidst the soft miSt of
dn!oms, and Ihen he had bid her farewell.

"Joohua'"

She had woIcen aIIIIng his name. The ghost of his final kiss
lingered 00 her cheeI<.

ConfIBoo had evaporaled qulcIdy, drMln off by a cold
terror. She had risen, throwing aside the heavy. wine
___. Theflr.;t light of tile mom, <eel ..

blood, _ a stakellvough her heart.

Astorm was rushktg In and Joshua was at sea.

........ There tobe made_tile

_could be sung.

The sea was already rising angrily above the har
bou(s seawall. Alida walked along tile quay, _ng

families gathering nets and ropes and traps and ...~ from
their boats and hauling them Inland. Some of the children
paused for a moment to wave and call to their teacher but

their mothers, seeing her dressed In her wkIow's weeds,
pulled them away and hustled them back to their work.

As the wall curved sharply west, bJmlng to enclose the
harbour, the number of boats thinned and Aim was alone.
Heavy rain was driven hard into her face by a stinging wind
that whipped away her black shawl. She let It go.

She dlmbed the steps to the base d the beacon. The gas
1;gIlt IO<th burned bright high above her head, sea spray
hissing on the mantte. Acalm resoIutton filled her. She
straightened her dothes, smoothed her hair, planted her
feet firmly on the worn stone and began to Sing in a blight

dear voice. She sang of the cruel sea, a love lost:. her faith
that they could not be separated and she called on the
storm to bring them together again.

Alida pulled her robe around her shoulders. She forced the And the waves grew higher.
fear down deep Into her belly and bJmed away from the FIN.
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